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Baptist Convention In Ses- Banquet For Representative very sweetly which was much Clovis Woman's Club Met The Railroad and
appreciated,
and Miss Jewell
With Mrs. Justice
The
Nicholt
sion Here
A live and enthusiastic crowd
The annual Baptist Convention
is meeting this week at Clovis, it wasthatasembledattheHar-fin- d
a couple of hundred or so of vey House Wednesday night to
on to their feeling
delegates are
troni
p'-ese-

different sections of the country.
Every available room and space
is taken in the hotels. This convention will probably dissolve
the division in the church that
has so long existed and will all
unit;' under one head.
The
convention is meeting with great
success tind h general good time
is enjoyed by nil.
The delegates all seem perfectly delighted with Clovis,
and
among other things, show great
admiration for the depot, Harvey House, shops etc.
Laymen, ministers and delegates from all over the country
are present. Preachers of note
from New York and other large
cities are actively taking part in
making this convention one to
be proud of.
Clovis is glad to welcome the
.
delegates and visitors to our little city and Wish them all kinds
of prosperity in the noble work
they are doing.

ative Nichols and
the
ed
for

he has accomplish-- b
legislature,
s due Mr. Nichols
nearly secured the
for Clovis and it
1

appreciation that, this assembly
gathered and gave toasts to his
honor.
H. L. Patton. as acting toast-mastkept interest at it's highest pitch, and at no time during
the evening did this stag banquet lack for merriment under
his able direction.
The guests were representative of the Railroad and business
men pf the city. Each in turn
was called upon to make a talk
and all responded, although some
of us had not faced an assembly
ijbr an impromptu talk for so
long that we had forgot abont
er

Bayless assisted by reciting a
Clovis Woman's Club met Frivery clever piece which won
day with Mrs. Charles E. Justice,
the applause of all her hearers.
with a good membership present.
During the evening Mrs. Black
Roll call was answered by Quoso sweetly and yet with such
tations from Eugene Fields, after which a lengthy business
session was indulged in by the
to aay that Mrs Black has x
members. Solo by Mrs. limkin-oa place in the hearts of Stars
which was rendered very
well as others that wi II last
beautifully. Paper by Mrs. S.
years to come.
Skidmore on the Literary
At the close of the cveniug a Work and Standing of Richard
e
dainty
luncheon con- Henry Stoddard, Charles Dudley
sisting of salad, sandwiches, Warner and Edmond Clarence
'
pickles and tea, followed by ice- Steiidman.
cream and cake were served.
e
A delicious
lunch- There was a large attendance eon was served by the hostess,
and a general good time was enThe invited guests were: Miss
joyed by all.
Jewell Bayless, Mrs. W. W. Davis, Mrs. Bayless, Mrs. Bert
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs Curless and Mrs. House.
n

two-cours-

two-cours-

Hold Memorial Services

Kimberlin To Remain In
siness In Clovis
Public

There is coming about, an

ad-

justment of the relations between the railroads and the public. The latter is beginning to
understand that the public service corporations are not getting
a "square deal" in many respects. Thepiblic is an accessory to many of the acts charged to the railroads. Many an
otherwise honest man or woman
who would not think of stealing
from a neighbor, will use an expired railroad ticket, or evade
the payment of street ear fare.
There are no stings of conscience
and the person guilty of the
fraud does not feel that he is
sinning against any particular
person. The railroad has been
and is now at the mercy of the
corporation baiter and the political sand bagger. From time to
time in practically every state

Bu-

The many friends of the
department store
will be elated to learn that Mr.
Kimberlin will not leave the city
as he previously expected to do.
Luikart and Kimberlin will set
up in business for themselves.
Mr. Miller recently disposed of
the stock left for forty cents on
the dollar: thus the new firm
will have goods that they can
sell to the public far below cost
and still come out on the investment.
To the people of Clovis, who
are not acquainted with Mr.
Luikhart we will say that he is
not the kind of merchant who
sit on the counter and waits for
a customer to fall in, but he is
of the brand who takes an active interest in the town at large
believing that what is gooJ tor
the town is good for him also.
The new firm will be made up
of two wide awake, young pro
gressive business men.

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock Draymen Have
Memorial Services were conductHard Week of it in the union,
poled in the Methodist church by
Why the fateful hand of mis- iticians introduce
legislation,
the Odd Fellows and Rebekahs, fortune should fall on a class of
forcing
The meeting was led by Mr. persons occupied at the same either for the purpose of
pay
to
railroads
tribute.
the
Lashere and the following pro- calling can not be told, true it ii
it.
gram was enjoyed by those who however, that such was the case There is no doubt about this. It
Your Town
is a matter of common know
After all hud had a chance, came to participate in the exer- among
ot
the deliverymen
Mere towns die for want of
the
person
Mr. Nichols tool; the floor and cises.
A good sized crowd at- city this week, each accident be- ledge. Any fairminded
recognizes the injustice of this confidence on the part of busi- related a little of his personal ex- tended to enioy the afternoon's
ing
very
to
similar
the other. condition. The rights of the ness men and lack of public spiperience in the Legislature.
program.
at- railroads
Saturday,
"Shorty
Jones
are no less than the rit than any other cause. When
New Town On The Cut-of- f
Solo by Miss Anna Curren; tempted to ride on an empty dry
rights of any individual. Each a man in search of a home or a
Reading by Prof. Griffin. Talk goods box placed upon the driv- Jones City is the first town on Eastern Stars Have
is entitled to exactly the same business location gross into a
the Texico Cut-of- t to get before
a Big Time. by Judge Rowells; Reading by rers seat. Ihe horse stopped and consideration. In the past it town and finds everything brim
pre- the box and "Shorty" went on.
the public. A corps of surv
The Chapter of the Eastern Rev. Clark? an especially
fhas not been true, that railroads full of hope and enthusiasm of
is already at work plotting Stars had a big time this week pared paper by Miss Veta Bills: He sustained a broken collar could expect impartial enact- the prospects of the place, aud
Bay-lesthe town. Slatonite.
bone and two fractured ribs, but ment and enforcement of laws all earnestly at work to build
at the Masonic Hull In honor of Recitation by Miss Jewell
the
During
afternoon
the
we
is
to
we are glad to report he is get- to safeguard the interests of its it up, he soon becomes imbued
hear the Grand President. Mrs. Anwant
what
That
whom
without
Orchestra,
Liebelt
good
is
way.
a
ting along nictiy. Monday with- stockholders. No restriction is with the same spirit, and as a
Slaton
up this
na Kelsey Black, of Silver City.
missing.
sadly
-be
would
Clovis
to
our
in an hour of the same time two placed on the individual or pri- result he drives down stakes and
real estate All business of the lodge was
new town but
whicn
choice
selections
played
a
is
opportunity hunters Slaton
grocery deliverymen in different vate corporation as to the ex- - goes to work with the same indispensed with and asocial good
enjoyed.
much
so
were
something
Tell
us
parts of the city met with al tent of earnings, but the rail terest. When, however he goes
"chestnut."
time was enjoyed by all. A
Through some error others most precisely the same kind roads are hedged about with re to a town where every one exabout the prospective boom towns special program was prepared
Dave McCarty, strictive legislation and regula presses doubt and apprehension
between Clovis and Slaton on the eunsiting of several special piec were to have taken part in the of an accident
new aanta re rou ann it satis- es of music by the Liebelt Or- program, but through the fault driving f or the Star Grocery, tion as to make it practically im for the future prosperity of the
fies the Clovis thirst for news.
chestra who have already en- of no one, the congregation was missed the footing when alight- possible for the stockholders to place, moping about and indulgdeared themselves to the people cheated out of some choice reci- ing from the wagon, falling to secure a fair return on the ing in mournful complaints he
naturally feels that it is no place
tations. Nevertheless the after- the ground, broke his arm just amount invested.
s of Clovis, two songs were sung
Among the people from
attending U. S. Commis- by Misses, Mildred Morgan, Mi- noon was pleasantly spent and above the wrist. Mr. Porter of It is time for a new deal. The for him. and he at once shakes
sions' Court this week are J. C. ldred Lauer and Ruth Johnson all who went returned with the grocery firm of Porter and stockholders, employees, and of the dust off his feet while he
Compton, Bascom Howard, and which was heartily enjoyed. praises for that grand and noble Owen fell from their single horse ficials of the rairoad company pulls out with all possible speed
some other place. Conse- delivery and broke his arm in
Miss Ruth Johnson sang a solo institution.
C. M. Davis.
should realize that their acts as for
queutly try and nake a live
two places just above the wrist.
members of the corporation are
enterprising town out of the
not devoid of personal responsiin which you live. When
Curry to the Front
bility and that they themselves town
you are working for or saying a
The Saturday Evening Post constitute the railroad. On the
good thing for your town you
Curry, other hand, the people are com
has given
accomplishing all the more
our present congressman,
a ing to a clearer conception of are
your town you are accomnice writeup, styling it, "'Curry, the fact that the term ' 'corpora- for
3
all the more for your
i la Tularosa,"
that being his tion" is a legal fiction, and that plishing
m,Mk
self.
home town.
back of it are rendering a serTularosa is proud of him and vice to the public, and who are
Buy a Home
so is New Mexico and he is just in truth public servants, but who
Every laboring poor man
ly entitled
to mention in the even as such have rights as in
Pest's "Who's Who, and Why" alienable as that of the public. should buy himself a town lot,
get it paid for. and then work to
jj
Westerners Lose
make the necessary improveThe Year Book
Land Bill Fight ments. A little here and a little
the Year Hook is almost ln- - Washington, June 14. Rep there will in due time produce
iispensible to the farmer as it is resentatives from the public land you a home of your own, and
mil of interesting articles and states fought in vain in the place you out of the landlord's
I'xperiments of farming, etc house today against revisions of grasp; remember that fifty doltight along his line. Senator the sundry civil appropriation lars a year saved in rent, will in
'all has written us for the names bill relating to the land service. a very few years pay for your
it costs
of a few of our leading farmers
The provisions to abolish the home, and the monev
about,
shift
who would like a free copy of office of receiver of public mon you to move and
this book, as he has a few cop eys and substitute the appoint without a loss of furniture and
on a five
ies to dispose of.
ment of chief clerk for land of time, pay the interest
judgement
dollar
Address him at Washington fices, went through under i hundred
property, until you
i
your
1. C.
against
specia
Charges
that
sharp fire.
to noth1
1
land agents abused their position can gradually reduce it
Lyceum
buy
provThe
that way
Theatre is
1
failed to cut the appropriation ing. You can all
it? If
risk
to
ing be a most popular resort of $.H00,000 to prosecute depre -- why do you not
-- if
off
days.
management
these
The
you fail you are no worse
dations.
obbus
have secured the best reels
Chairman Fitzgerald, of the vou succeed, as any careful
tainable, and the vaudeville appropriation committee, defend- inessman is sure to do. you have
On that day you can telephone the wholesaler or the manufacturer at Albuquerque, place
teams engaged are "top notch-ers.- ed the bill against attacks led by made a home and established a
your order and the HOUSE ,THAP (JETS YOUR ORDER WILL PAY FOR THE TALK.
The house is packed night- Representatives Mondell, Haw-ley- , basis equal to another's, which
Try this modern method of merchandising. Get prompt action on your orders. Obiviate the
ly and it would hardly appear
Lafferty and Burke. Albu wiil start you in business.
t hat
danger of missunderstandings by getting in personal toueh with headquarters.
Clovis is undergoing a finquerque Journal.
Mr. and Mrs Paul Scott will
ancial stringency to behold these
Receiver Salazer of the Fort
leave the 23rd for Wynoka, Okcrowds.
Sumner Land Office is reported lahoma, where Mr. Scott will
Mrs. Will
return- as saying that if he could sell
ReadGo. ed WednesdayVanderwart
from Kansas City his property in Fort Sumner, take charge of the Harvey
Mrs.
Scott
Mr.
and
Rooms.
ing
where she has been visiting her that he would resign at once and
Cloin
many
friends
made
husband for the past six weeks return to the "print shop." have
deparregret
will
their
vis
who
at that place. Mrs. Vanderwart They may drift out of journalis living on her claim near St. ism for awhile but they usually ture, and wish them success in
their new venture.
corns back.
Vrain.
ey-o-

self-seekin-

g

rs

s.
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MERCHANTS OF NEW MEXICO
Join the

m
mi
eleohone rade excursion
To Albuquerque, July First

"
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Try the Telephone Way

The Mountain States Telephone

and Telegraph

Manager

V

HEALTH FOR THE CHILD.

Out Of The Opdimw ON M
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them with a aweep net or much finer

Marvels In Topiary Work

K

MS

tr.esh.

The porpoises are five to ten feet
length, big and powerful They are
skinned for tbelr hides and the blubber
Is removed Tbe bides are salted down
and sent In their green state to a tannery In New Jersey to be tanned and
mmie Into leather.
Porpoise hid It
used for shoe strings, pocket books And
traveling bags or suit casea. Th oil
from tbe blubber Is tried out at the
factory on the beach and then sent to
New Bedford, Mass.. for refining.
The valuable bead oil. tbe famous
porpoise oil that Is used for oiling
watches and other delicate machinery.
Is obtained from the marrow of the
porpoise's lower jawbone and from a
amall quantity of blubber found between the snout and the blowbone In
making the oil this blubber and tbe
marrow are mixed. The production of
ftis oil may range from half a pint
to a quart from one porpoise Refined porpoise oil for jewelers' use la
worth from $900 to $1,200 a barrel
Tbe body oil obtained from a porpoise amounts ordinarily to thirteen or
fourteen gallons. 'Mils Is used for various purposes and brings far less
tban the bead oil Tbe carcasses are
made into fertilizer.

MAKING YOUR OWN BROODER

In

NATURE'S

FINE

Given of
Direction and Illustration
Suitable Shelter for the
Llttt Chicken.

In describing a brooder that sne had
constructed herself and ued
fully, Mr. Belle st i mm says In the
Missouri Valley Farmer:
A box 2Vi feet wide by 3
or 4 fe.it
long la made of matched lumber, eight
Inches deep Inside measure. A box
cover tlx Inches deep la hinged to

DOOR

END ViZW Of BOX COMPUTE

,WATGRPIUG

CYLINDER

Home-Mad-

wlde-raesbe-

About a mile from Whitby Bridge,
in England, Is the famous wishing
chair, which Is much favored by the
unmarried who are seeking mates, and
by children who desire all manner of
things.
According to legend. It was
once the base of an old cross which
took tbe place of a heathen alter.

Monument In Glacial Rock

Die Woche, one of the widely circu-

German magazines, publish
come figures which explain bow It
tbat German toys can be sold In Amor-Ico much more cheaply than similar
article made here. For exam.)!:
Makers of toy guns are pnld lesi than
five cents an hour. Women who paint
lead soldiers make about $1.20 a week,
and supply tbelr own brushes, color
and light A carpenter who make
doll' furniture earns from on
to
three dollars a week, according to Ula
skill
1

a

FEET

The (owls on a farmer's place dear
Pa., during a cold snap
adopted a thoroughly effective method
of keeping warm. In amazement tbelr
owner beheld the chickens and rooster using tbe sbeep a chargers, rid-

Pittsburg,

-

The Child, Father of the Man.
The late Thomas B. Reed, when a
lad, was requested to ball out a small
boat that had been leaking badly, and
was almost full of water.
"I can't do It," replied Tom.
"It's
unconstitutional."
"What do you mean?" Inquired the
owner of the boat.
"The constitution of the United
States says," replied the future states
man, "that 'excessive ball shall not be
required' of any man." Youth's Companion.
Special Status.
Why does that fellow put on so
many airs among his companions?"
" 'Cause he's
he la. He
was once run over by a
Ire's motor car."
multi-millio-

It
With Tank in Place.

!

vanlzed tin, with a hollow tube
through the center of such a size that
beat from a lamp can 'be turned In
with an elbow. On the top of the cylinder there should be a screw plug for
putting In water. The tank when filled
with water Is heated by tbe hot air
hollow tube. This center tube
should be long enough to extend
through the brooder box and to the
lamp set outside. The box should be
carpeted with paper or litter, the tank
put in place and filled with boiling
water, the lamp put in position and
the brooder allowed to warm up
the chicks are put in. When In
position the cylinder should be two
Inches from the bottom. After the
heat Is up the lamp may be turned
very low. If the chicks are too warm
the cover may be raised and a stick
slipped under the edge to give more
air. Don't overcrowd. Give planty of
warm water In cold weather. Don't
overheat. Give plenty of grit. Keep
clean. It's a joy to raise chickens by
this method, and these brooders if
properly cared for will last for years.
e

'

MARGIN OF PROFIT

AND

Th people of Denmark have erected a picturesque memorial In Copenhagen to Myliu Grichsen and hi two fallow explorers who perished In th
Denmark arctle expedition. Th monument I
great glacial rck
appropriately carved In low relief.

n

To be sweet and clean, every worn
an should use Paxtlne in sponge bath
ing.
It eradicates perspiration and
all other body odors. At druggists.
25c a box or sent postpaid on receipt of
price by The Pnxton Toilet Co., Bos
ton, Mass.

7

Its Use.
"Has that prison a laundry?"
"Certainly. Don't they have to wash
and Iron the convicts?"
The quarrelsome man should bear In
mind that a chip on the shoulder
never won a jackpot.
Rven when a bill collector finds a
man tn be Is apt to And him out.
For liver or kidney troubles, nothing
Garfield Tea.
quite so reliable

la

u

Even a love match may ha''e Hs
flare-ups-

.

LOSS

Discard Mongrels.
Mongrel fowls should not be kept
for egg production because the eggs
will be uniform neither In color nor
site. This factor of Itself Is of enough
Importance to Induce one to solect a
pure breed, even though the mongrels
might possibly lay as wall a the purebred fowls, but thla la very doubtful

HOSTETTERS
STOMACH

BITTERS
For all troubles of the digestive organs Biliousness,Con-stipatioHeadaches and to
drive out the blues.

n,

60 Years Doing It.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
HOnTrnr

ing, swollen feet. It makes your feet feel
usy and makes walking a Delight. Sold
verywnere, z&c.
or tree trial package,
address Allen S. Olmsted. Le Roy. N. Y.

Fitting for the Occasion.
"You need to put more ginger In
your dinner stories."
"How would Jamaica ginger do?"
TO DRIVK HIT MAT. ART
A NO HUII.II III THE SYSTEM
UKUVB'S

TASTBXB88
Take the Old Stnndard
formula In DlafnlT nrlnted on otitt bottle.
nna
simpiy yninme
iron in a lasuMt'st
Jnowing 'I istho
moat effectual form. Vor grown
people ana cnuaren, ou cent

The Plain Truth.
"Has that man a mania for osculation?"
"No, he's a plain kissing bug."
That irritable, nervous, condition due to a
bad Hrer calls for tU natural aullduto
Tea.

Biliousness,

Head-

ache,

Some people lead such placid lives
that nothing ever seems to happen to
them, not even the unexpected.

4mLWm.

Dizzi

ness, and Indigestion.

itirn

Hiii..a

i

They do their duty.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

DAISY FLY KILLER tIuith

arVuaia

run. Ntmt. clean,
ornamental, convenient, cheap. LaU all
. Matloof metal,
can't spill or tl Mover;
will not sollor Injure
anvtfalng. Guaranteed effective. 16 ota.
each at stealer or 6
aeni prepa i d f o r 1 .00.

HAROLD SOMERS. 150 DeKalb Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

THE NEW FRENCH REMEDY. No.i,No.2.Wo.S.

THERAPIQNSS

F1LKS, t'l.Hi
Brad vldreM

A flock of hens should be made to
pay a good dividend on the Investment. If they do not do this there Is
radically wrong somesomething

where along tho line
If you have kept a record of the
cost of production and the sales you
will be able to tell whether or not
your hens are paying. Hensthat are
laying an average of 50 or 60 per cent,
are doing well and will make a good
showing on the right side of the cash
book. Any averages above that will
be so much more gain and will more
than Justify keeping the blreyj.
If they fall way below thla mark
you better Investigate and find out
the cause of the trouble. It may be
that you have a poor strain of birds,
tbat you are not feeding the light
kinds of foods or In sufficient quanare not giving them'
tities, or that
the proper attention that they must
have In order to be great producers.

Taking

se

Garfield

Record of the Cost of Production and
Sales Will Determine Whether
Hen Are Paying.

Everybody Doing it!
Doing What 7

The Exception.
"In one respect, a man Is unlike a
conflagration."
Can quickly be overcome by
"What Is that?"
"When they put him out he Is full CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
of Are."
Purely vegetable
act surely and
Use Allen' Foot-EaTh antiseptic powder to be shaken into pently on the
i mm
swyAssBssssW
the shoea for tired, tender, smarting, ach- liver. Cure

ukd. Co..

Ml Ul'OKHb .4KI. Ntl'l'TKI.SS Kl'l HKU HLX
oovlop for fHKK booh I., to UK LK CLKHC

in., mure ::.ai,lumu.vum

lui zUirotK

Mill!.!

FOR

RjIXrfl ACHES

sm.ll

i--

GASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
fL

R

lijm

i

TxiflTt

iTFit"

III

II

Tl

lim'tlil

llB

H

ALCOHOL-- 3

PER CENT
AVeflelablc Preparation for As
similat ing the Food and Reg ula
ling the Stomachs and Bowels of

Always Bought

Bears the
Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful
ness and Re st Con lains neither
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral

Not Narc

It

lated

AVOID COLD

e

near-societ-

Studying Needs of One Breed.
Is poor policy for a beginner to
endeavor to keep several breeds of
poultry. The probabilities are that he
will give them all like attention and
food when they need to be treated
according to their natural dispositions
and peculiar needs.
The 'results are that he will favor a
certain breed because they do better
for him. when In reality the others
would have done Just as well if they
had received the treatment which was
due them. Do not attempt too much,
but select a breed and then a variety
and stick to them.

CHEAPNESS OF GERMAN TOYS

CHICKENS

Brooder.

one-thir- d

asHLr

::;

e

one side, and is hinged again In the
center. A notch Is made In each end
of the box
of the way across
from the hinged side, with corresponding notches In the cover, and In these
notches rests a cylindrical tank for
heating the brooder. Windows should
be put in the front, and a door In one
end. Small holes should be bored In
the ends of the cover for ventilation.
The cylinder tank Is made of gal- -

Inflnl-testm-

red-ho-

bed-tim-

Mon-tlcell-

FLY-TRA- P

It Is not necessary for one to have
sticky paper, or deadly mixtures In
i "
dtslfcs about the house In summer time
to catch disease breeding flies, providing he has friends In the vicinity of
Wilmington, N C. In a swamp near
there grows the wonderful plant,
known its the Venus fly trap. A specimen placed in moss and rich earth
will keepln a wet and swamplike condition In a house, and moreover will
send out numerous shoots. The part
Moser of Versailles, one of the most famous horticulturists In France, of the plant known as the "fly trap"
In
most
producing
of
years
In
some
many
of patient labor,
the
has succeeded,
looks much like a steel trap. When a
original and Interesting topiary work ever seen. Living plants have been fly alights on the surface, It closes
trained into all sorts of ingenious shapes, our Illustration showing an Arc ds with a snap. Tbe fly Is crushed and
Triomphe and a Chinese pagoda.
whatever nourishment can be found
In Its body Is absorbed by the leaf
ing them about the farmyard and oc- cells.
WHY THUNDER SOURS MILK
casionally dismounting to pick up a
ONE YEAR'S SOOT IN LONDON
It has often been observed that some grain of corn. Then again they would
He close, like a jockey
mount
and
go
soup,
milk,
foods, such as
meal and
during a race. He discovered tbat
bad when there Is a thunderstorm.
chickens snuggled up In tbe
This has generally been attributed to the
sheeps' wool to keep warm and dug
tbe electricity causing an extra sup- tbelr toes
Into their backs to keep
ply of ozone In tbe air, but experifreezing off. They rode
them
from
ments conducted recently by Prof. tbe sheep trom one stable to another
Trlllat in Prance do not confirm this searching for food.
theory.
Prof. Tr'.llat has proved that
REAL HUMAN SALAMANDER
traces of the gases of putres' "tBr
cence cause lactic ferments to proChabert, the Fire King, who was a
gress witb great rapidity. It is known
that atmospheric depressions cause popular favorite In London 80 years
the gases lying In the earth' and In ago, claimed to be able to swallow
all other objects to come to tbn sur- arsenic an,d other poisons with Imface. This is what makes odors more punity. Visitors to bis entertainment
perceptible after a storm. From tblfl were requested to come provided with
It was a natural deduction that atmo- .phosphorus, prusslc acid, arsenic and
spheric depression accelerated decay oxalic acid, which be proceeded to
by liberating the gases In milk or oth- consume before the eyes, taking an
antidote afterward which was super perishable foods.
Prof. Trillat made many experi- posed to neutralize their effects. Then,
One of the features of the Internaments with substances under varying to show that he was as Impervious to
degree of atmospheric pressure and beat as to poison, he would take a tional Smoke Abatement exhibition in
was a great piilar representproved that the lower tbe barometer raw leg of lamb Into an oven heated
to 220 degrees and remain inside un ing tbe amount of soot which falls tn
tbe more rapid tbe decay
til tbe joint was cooked, when It was London In a year, placed between modcarved
and handed around to the audi- els of St. Stephen's Tower and
WISHING CHAIR OF WHITBY
ence The performance concluded by Cleopatra's Needle, as shown In tbe
The yearly sootfall In
t
shovel on Illustration.
Chabert rubbing a
his head and face and allowing any the world's metropolis is estimated at
one who wished to drop molten seal- 76.000 tons
ing wax on hiB tongue and bands
WOMAN REPRESENTS URUGUAY
MANY USES FOR PORPOISES
Brussels can now boast of a woman
She Is Ur.
minister plenipotentiary.
The only porpoise oil factory on the Clothllde Lulsl, official representative
Atlantic coast is establUned about six of the Republic of Uruguay. Her adbelow Cape Halteras and near vent has caused quite a sensation
tiatteras Inlet Along tbls coast por- among foreign diplomats. At occapoises $re plentiful through about six sions of state attended by the diplomonths of the year, and there are matic corps gallant statesmen rind It
three crews of fishermen who make bard to bow to precedent and relegate
a busln tas of catching them for the oil Miss Luis! to the very obscure place
factory. For the reason tbat porpoises assigned to the representative of that
are easily frightened the fishermen South American state. Dr. Luis! la
must be wary and quiet who would unmarried and still young, and has a
meet with success. Tbe method em- degree from the University of Monteployed la to Impound a school in a video.
While In hJurope she hopes to
d
net lirst and then to take make a study of modern education

The careful mother, watching closely the physical peculiarities of her
In
children, soon learn that health
a great measure dependent upon nor
mal, healthy, regular bowel action,
WbQ the bowels are Inactive, loss of
appetite, restlessness during sleeu,, Irritability and a dozen and one similar
evidences of physical dlsotderare noon
apparent.
Keep the bowels free and clear and
good health Is assured.
At the first
lgn of constipation give the child a
teaspoonful of Dr. Caldwell' Syrup
Pepsin at
and repeat the
dose the following night, If necessary.
You WIS trad the child will quickly recover it accustomed good spirits, and
at and sleep normally.
Dr. Caldwell' Syrup Pepsin Is far
and
preferable to suits, cathartic
purgative waters which arv harsh In
their action. Syrup Pepsin acts on
the bowelB easily and naturally, yet
positively, and causes no griping or
discomfort.Its tonic properties build
up the stomach, liver and bowels, restoring their normal 'condition.
Druggists everywhere sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin in 50o and $1.00
bottles. If you have never tried this
remedy, end for a sample to Dr. W.
B. Caldwell, 201 Washington St.,
111.
He will gladly send a
trial bottle without any expense to
you whatever.

Looking Forward.
The husband and wife were making
a call on friends one evening. Th
wife was talking.
"I think we shall have Marian tak
a domestic science course along wttn
her music and regular studies when
at college."
"Ah." said a man present, who had
been a stranger until that evening,
"you look rather young to have a
daughter ready for college."
"O!" said the mother, naively, "sh
Isn't old enough now; she Is Just eight
months old, but I do so like to look
forward!" Indianapolis News.
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Flavor

A perfect Remedy forConslipa
lion , Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s
and LOSS OF SLEEP

Facsimile Signature of

The Centaur Company.

NEW YORK

Guaranteed under the Foudaaj)
Exact Copy of Wrapp?.
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Use
For Over

Thirty Years
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backache and aching joints. "ONE MILLION LEAGUE
Together Tell of Weak or Disordered
FOR MANITOBA."
Kidneys.

Much pain that mafks as rheumatism Is due to weak kidneys to their
failure to drive off uric scld thorough- Whnn you suffer achy, bad Joint.
backache, too, with
some kidney disorders, get Down's
Kidney Pills, which
cup
chopped dates, half a
of blanched
have cured thoualmonds, and half a cup of diced pinesands.
apple. Let cook gently for eight minJohn T. Scantutes. Take from 'he fire and add a
ling, Trinidad,
tablespoonful of i. led maple sugar.
Colo , says: "I was
Spread bread and butter with this
confined to bed
rh with rheumatism,
so helpless, I had
My back
0 to be fed.
nched acutely ana
kidney secretions
broke my rest. Nothing helped unh WHAT would tha world be til I used Dean's Kidney Pills and
to us
they did me a world of good. 1 have
lilldren were no more?
ii th
never missed a day's work since."
We should dread the lesert behind us
"When Your Back Is Lame, Kemera-be-r
Worse than ths dark before.
-- Lonsfellow.
the Name DOAN'8." 50c all stores.
Foster-MllbuCo. Buffalo, N. Y.
LUNCHEON AND SUPPER DISHES.
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The purposes of the "Million for
Manitoba League" are set out In the
HsBssssssssHBWBVtjaBUflHp1
fact that Manitoba wants more people. Today the population is less than
hsaMsVsaHsVQV.
mm mmKI
m I
Ave hundred thousand, and the determination of the representative men
of the Province to devote their best
energies to Increasing this to a million Is a worthy one. There Is already
a widespread Interest In every municipality; committees are appointed,
whose
duties are to secure such a
H UK
iroom snmna roni
thorough knowledge of local condiry rom- Jsam. onlv two rtiatr: a
tions that, whether the applicant for
fnrtahla on. fnr th nuw and a very
tincomfortsbls ons for visitor who May
Information be a laborer for the farm,
Hamersliam.
too Ions.
a would-btenant, a probable homesteader, the buyer of a small Improved
HELPFUL HINT.
farm or the purchaser of a large tract
for colonizing farmers, the Informaoranges
makes
The rratd rind of
Is at band. free.
tion
II
fine flavoring for cakes and fillings.
advantages that Manitoba posThe
A vanished thirst a cool body and a
dried It will be nearly aa good.
sesses are many, and with the ex- Add a tableapoonful of vinegar to
Uplottatlon that will be given them by
refreshed one; the sure way the only
tough chicken or any stewed meat:
the birth of this new acquisition to
the
the flavor will not be noticed and
"
the settlement and Immigration propway is via a glass or bottle of
Tlnegar will soften the tough fiber
aganda that Is being carried on by
of the meat.
the Dominion Government, there Is no
ONLY ONE OF EACH
Nice buttons should never be left
doubt that the establishment of the
or
luncheon
A
for
delicious
dessert
the
sent
to
on a shirt waist that Is
bureau will very soon bring about the
using
by
supper
prepared
is
a
cake
Boillaundry, or even done at home.
results looked for. Manitoba Is pracpans,
ing does not Improve the luster of a small sponge cakes baked in gem
tically the gateway of the great grain
cut open and filled with sweetened
handsome button.
belt of the West. Its farm lands
Squares
cream.
whipped
and
flavored
days,
summer
During the lovely
have demonstrated time and again
the
with
sponge
"may
of
be
used
cake
sewing,
those who have mending and
that they have a yielding value that
top.
on
whipped
cream
should get It ready, doing all machine
practically makes them worth over
dainty salad Is
A beautiful and
work at odd times so that the sewing
one hundred dollars per acre. Added
M
Ideally delicious pure as purity crisp and
may be done out of doors In the lovely strawberry and lettuce with mayonto the yielding value of the land, there
lettuce
blanched
of
In
nest
a
naise.
June weather.
soarkline as frost.
Is an Increased value on account of
For those of the many housewives leaves arrange a few berries and a tamatIts
nearness
to
markets,
the
and
withOur new booklet, telling
who have to depend on Inferior cream, blespoonful of mayonnaise made
7
ter of freight rates is carefully convindication
the use of vlscogen Is a boon. Visco- out using mustard.
of Coca-Col- a
by
buyer.
sidered
the
But
cautious
For a variety, a poached egg on butgen Is not found In the store, but Is
asking.
Information
more
to
valuable
the
the
for
ty
Chattanooga,
at
mixed
easily made, and If kept In the dark tered toast, the butter to be
Incoming settler Is that it still haH an
Sk
with anchovy paste, Is a p.easaut
will keep for years.
Demand the" Genuine
Immense amount of vacant fertile land
The resourceful woman has learned change.
open for homesteads. This dispels the
at made by
Vhenever
that by adding to her work she lessLiver 8oup. Take a half pound of
Idea that free homesteads In Manitoba
you
COCA-COLsjW
CO.
larger
THE
a
ens It, that Is by preparing
cold cooked liver and grind it m a
are about exhausted. In addition to
ATLANTA, CA.
quantity of food that la keepable. meat chopper. Fry one onion sliced
this, the territory recently added to
which takes no longer than to prepare In two tablespoonfuls of butter and
will open up a home- Province
the
a small amount, she saves herself add the liver. Add a cup of dry and
steading area which when filled
much work.
sifted bread crumbs, season with salt.
should fully satisfy the "Million for
a
Spices for flavoring soup, called
pepper and add a quart and a half of
2
Manitoba League." Within the old
"soup bag," are made with three stock. Thicken with the yolk of egg
Howell I don't see why Tom Wat- boundaries there Is an area of 47.360.- cloves, six pepper corns, four mustard after straining.
son always has "of Boston" after his 000 acres, less than six million acres
seeds, three branches each of parsley,
A delicious dessert and one that is name.
of the 16ty million acres occupied bethyme and basil, a fourth of a
simple and quickly prepared. Is made
do I; it Is no more ing under cultivation. At present there
Neither
Powell
W. L. Douglas makes and sells more
of celery seed. Tie all these as follows: Butter several slices of necessary than It was in the case of are over 20 million acres of available
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 shoes than
and
In a round of cheesecloth.
any other manufacturer in the world
bread, lay in a baking dish
land capable of being put under the
John L. Sullivan.
On the days when the work Is lightsprinkle over It a generous layer of
plough. If In every one of the 195,000
$4.00
woman
$2.50
est Is the time the forehanded
fresh rhubarb, some sugar and anothvacant quarter sections of the ProvPHYSICIAN ADVISES
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND BOYS
provides for the future, getting raisins er layer of buttered bread and rhuan average family of four persons
ince
CUTICURA REMEDIES were placed, there would be
W.L.Douglas $3.00 & $.L50 shoes are worn by millions
ready for cakes or pudding, breaking barb; add a little water and bake for
added a
of mon,because they are the best in the world for the price
the macaroni and gTatlng the cheese, a half hour. A meringue may be addrural population of nearly 800,000. So
W. Ii. Douglas $4.00, $4.50 & $5.00 shoes equal Custom
prepared
so that it may be quickly
ed to the pudding if desired to make
Bench Work costing $6.00 to $8.00
years ago 1 had places break there Is room for additional hundreds
"Four
when the time for it comes.
Why does W. L Douglas make and sell more $3.00, $3.50
it a little more dainty.
on my shin which of thousands on the farms of Manimy
and
on
wrist
out
s
red would itch and burn by spells, and toba, without any possibility of conWhen using a thin cream which reand $4.00 shoes than any other manufacturer in the world 7
Fruit 8oup Take
BECAUSE : he stamps his name and price on the bottom and
fuses to whip, add a fourth of a tea" raspberry Juice and a third cmrant scratching them would not seem to gestion. The population per mile in
s
guarantees the value, which protects the wearer against high
spoonful of the viscogen to
Juice, sweeten and thicken with arrow, give any relief. When the trouble first Iowa is 39.4. in Minnesota it is 23.5.
prices and inferior shoes of other makes. BECAUSE t they
of a cup of cream; stir well root or cornstarch, and cool. Serve began, my wrist and shin Itched like That in Manitoba Is only 7.1.
are the most economical and satisfactory ; you can save money
usual.
whip
as
then
adding,
and
while
A glance at the map, copies of which
with shredded almonds.
W. L. Douslas shoes. BECAUSE: they have no
poison. I would scratch those places
repay
for
one
The results will well
Apple, pear or peach soup is delieaual for style, fit and wear. DON'T TAKE A SUBSTITUTE FOR W L DOUGLAS shoes.
they would bleed before I could will be forwarded upon application to
until
tits trouble of making the viscogen.
If your dealer cannot supply W. L. Douglas. .hoes, writs W. L. Douglas, BrocVlon. Mm., tor cattle.
cious, the fruit put through a sieve, get any relief. Afterwards the places any Canadian Government Agent,
Fast Color Jcirl.f. L'irtL
Shoes sent everywhere delivery charges prerxua.
To make viscogen' dissolve Ave sweetened and thickened with arrow would scale over, and the flesh un shows that Manitoba Is wonderfully
waof
ounces
sugar
ten
in
railways.
of
There
ounces
root.
derneath would look red and feverish. well supplied with
ter. Add six ounces of cold water to
Bill-Imp- rove
Sometimes It would begin to itch until are but few farms that are more than
two ounces of quicklime, and let it
me from my sleep, ten or twelve miles from a railway
would
waken
It
more
work
do
COWS give more and better Milk and Butter;
Mules
Horses and QoatS
gradually slake, then strain through a
as
and I would have to go through the line: elevators are convenient, and
eKs, and all a. well
belter fleeces; Hens lay "ore more
Sheeo
and
rapidly and keep In
two
growthe
combine
flesh
more
good.
on
and
always
sieve,
The
fine
markets are
Hogs take when fed on and tat, and develop
scratching ordeal again.
Cattle
and
better health and condition
liquids and shake occasionally for two
Our physician pronounced it "dry ing of grain, while a big feature In
Cottonseed Hulls
Cottonseed Meal and
hours. Bet the mixture aside to setI used an ointment which the inducements held out, Is well
eczema."
HERE'S
Mares, t ows. Sows or K.. i, it la especially
Nursing
Stock,
or
Breeding
by
great
possibilities
that
the
tle, then pour ofT the clear liquid.
For
good.
no
me,
gave
but it did
the doctor
heavy
valuable. Much belter than Hay, far cheaper than I'orn.
Store in small bottles with tight corks,
Write for free Booklet containing much valuable Information to Feedera and Stock
Then he advised me to try the Cutl-cur- exist in all portions of the Province,
That It might not be heavier still;
acid
carbonic
sorrow
absorbs
liquid
a
dairying,
so
There Is never
as the
bitter
Remedies. As this trouble has for the raising of stock, for
XH E BUREAU OF PUBLICITY
That the cup could not fuller fill.
from the air, which darkens it and rebeen in our family for years, and Is for hogs, and for a successful class of
Jackson.
H.
H.
Interstate Cottonseed Crushers Association
addigives
farming,
duces its strength.
what
and
mixed
SOS Main Street, Dallas, Telas'
I
hereditary,
anxious
felt
considered
is
there
fact
that
a
tional
the
Cutl-curinterest
to try to head it off. I got the
A FEW SALADS.
Soap. Ointment and Pills, and Is so much land in the Province open
they
to be Just what I needed. for free homesteadlng that Improved
seemed
roast
Delicious salads to serve with
was making great farms In almost all of the 98 municidisease
"The
meats or at a luncheon of bread anil
headway on ,my system until I got palities can be purchased at very low
butter:
figures. Many ot the owners of these
This paper is printed from ink made in Savannah, Ga. by
Prune and Pecan Nut 8alad. Soak the Cutlcura Remedies which have have made sufficient upon which to
my
pest.
great
of
OR every evil under the sun.
cleared
skin
the
over
prunes
a quarter of a pound of
the SOUTHERN OIL & INK CO., Savannah, Ga. Price 6 cents
There Is a remedy, or there Is
and are becoming residents of the
From the time the eczema healed four
on
the
cook
water,
then
cold
night
in
none.
cities. In addition to the export marper pound, F. O. B. Savannah. Your patronage solicited.
(f there be one, seek and find It;
back part of the stove until tender, years ago, until now, I have never felt ket for the produce of the farm, Man
any of its pest, and I am thankful to
If there be none, never mind It
no longer; the water should be evapitoba has a number of large cities and
orated by that time. When cold, cut the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment which towns providing a splendid local marHis Veracity.
I
certainly
me.
always
use
cured
DISHES SEASONABLE.
the
from the stones In lengthwise pieces.
Jim Slocuni of Montgomery county,
are
farming
garden
and
Truck
ket.
I
hope
Soap
Cutlcura
for toilet, and
Cut pecan meats In slices and mix
Kansas City Journal, was Is a heavy yield, but
,Tuhn Krniidy of
of serving with olive oil and lemon Juice, salt other sufferers from skin diseases will highly profitable branches. Winnipeg avers the
A most delicious way
nada, uut fruui
Aluerlu.
to impeach the tes- Kduuiulon, ucrea
witness
a
as
called
200,000.
Branin U'M. Heporib
bordering
on
it
city
a
vl
is
strawberries is to hollow out a suff- and red pepper. Turn over lettuce and use the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment."
trUMskit that pruv
timony of a man in that county. Jim
lowed other excel- and fill serve.
(8lgned) Irven Hutchison, Three Riv- don is a splendid centre, Portage la was asked if he was acquainted with
icient number of DODovers,
ii iif-mil.- of wtiai
ers. Mich., Mar. 16, 1911. Although Prairie is the hub of an excellent dis- the reputation of the witness for truth
them With sweetened strawberries;
and
Peel
Salad.
88 l
Date
or
and
Apple
Daubu. poracr. 'ASUund
roll or sprinkle with powered sugar core three choice apples and cut them Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are sold trict, and Yorkton, Minnedosa,
veracity. Jim said that he guessed
hut.be yields writ) numand
a
dozen
and
Manitou
Morden,
phin,
183
and serve with cream.
hlgn
erous,
pieces; there should be by druggists and dealers everywhere, other towns are Important help as con- maybe he was.
in match-lik- e
bushels of out to tbe
book,
Eggs, With Cheese Sauce and Aspara- about a pint. Squeeze the Juice of a sample of each, with
from
acre
werothrfhd
good
bad?"
or
it
"Is
sumers.
Alberta Heidi, lu UH0.
gus. Cover four eggs with boiling half a lemon over the apple.
four will be mailed free on application to
"Well," said Jim, "I don't want to
The Dominion and Provincial Immi
Ths Silver Cup
I will
water (at leaBt two quarts), cover boiling water over half a pound of "Cutlcura," Dept. L, Boston.
Injustice,
but
no
man
strong
do the
gratlon officials are working In
closely and let stand on the back of dates, skim out and dry in the oven.
at tbe recent Hpokano
Manisay that if his neighbors were to see
for
"Million
with
the
sympathy
r was awarded to he
iA atihfrta
A Question of Time.
the stove for half an hour. Chill the When cold, cut each date In four
Oovernaienl for
to the him looking as if he was dead they
addition
In
League."
and
toba
a mini, grasses "d
Ha
exnlbltuf
a
eggs and remove the shells, then cut pieces, rejecting the stones; sprinkle
let
evi"Wouldn't It take some time to
ot excellent
veut'tabW
by the Gov- would want some corroboratin'
out
sent
general
literature
1U10
ready
come
ttlttti from
Id
vie
fur
Have
in quarters lengthwise.
a fourth of a teaspoonful of salt Jungle grow dense enough to serve ernment, the League has prepared dence before they would be willing to
with
hiiMKutehewan and Manitoba in
set
Canada.
Woslnrn
eight rounds of hot buttered toast;
Panama
protection
as
a
the
for
oil.
of
olive
tablespoonfuls
and four
pamphlets giving useful and concise bury him."
lionifateH1fl of ttflO
Free Hint
two pieces of egg on each and dispose Mix the apple and date and set aside canal?"
Htljotiilnff
hi'ith.
information, which on addressing the
ii :
tn nt It ii h i,f 4(o
Set
plate.
a
on
hot
a
statescircle
In
experienced
"Yes," replied the
them
When
tr-to lie ImU
3 er
tn a cool place for an hour.
Winnipeg, Lumbago, Rheumatism and Chilblains
League,
Million
Secretary,
man
tips
asparagus
al
lets.
tii
rlioli
hi''
a bunch of hot boiled
ready to serve add more oil and lem- man ; "but It would probably be com- Manitoba, will be forwarded free.
There Is nothing that gives so quick
ell
isiil
111 til h
lie it
the
in thexenter and pour a part of a cup on Juice If the mixture seems dry. plete years before we could get an
benefit as Hunt'B Lightning Oil. The
rttllMttya lose u
very
bat,
l li K
"Usher
very minute It Is rubbed on the im
of hot cheese sauce over the egfts. Serve In a bowl lined with blanched appropriation through congress suffhit ml, I) u
.
Flower-Beda
in
toarct
aml
in.. to fiit'ItMav
Jewels
provement is noticed. Kor over tnirty
Serve the rest of the sauce separately heart leaves of lettuce.
icient for some other arrangement."
.on it I u prlrtt, witter
The recovery of a quantity of stolen years this Liniment has been acknowli it
mixed
procuredt
Cheese Sauce. Melt two tablespoonShred one pine
de8alad.
h mo en.
Pineapple
ittniiiiiK
Jewelry from a flower bed was
Wrile .is to 'ii" ulare for tsel
edged to be the best for these troubles.
A Surmise.
fuls of butter, add two of flour, salt apple, add half the amount or wnue
tloujent.
rullwur
police Every druggist will recommend it.
settler lowHunt
Kingston
rated
ratea, denerl ptWe
and pepper, then add a cup of milk grapes skinned and seeded, an equal
"That," said the musician, "Is a scribed at
day, when a general 1 rice 26c and 50c per Bottle.
Hett Went" (sent free on
and cook until thick. Add a half cup quantity of celery cut In small pieces Stradivarlus.
It Is worth thousands." court the other
application land other lufornui-tlonfrom
theft
charged
with
was
to Uato'i of lnimlsiratioii
of grated cheese, and when It Is melt"H'm!" replied Mr. Comrox. tather servant
itta w a. (T tt n o r u t ho Ca nad a n
and half a cup of braxtl nuts peeled
(St))
her mistress, a resident of Ivydene,
His Advantage.
Government Agent.
is some
suppose
ed the sauce Is ready to serve.
wearily.
music
"I
Moisten
pieces.
,
In
small
Southborougb-roailand sliced
W. H. ROGERS
Surblton. London.
"A beauty doctor has one advantage
drug
business
like
the
Date Bread. To one cup of scalded with mayonnaise and serve on lettuce thing
125 W. Ninth St.. Kansas City, Me
a pearl pin and
Things cost more when you call 'em The lady had missed ring. Thinking over other men In something of bis
milk cooled, add a half of a com- leaves garnished with cherries.
nes writ to tbfirrnt nearaat 70a
a pearl and diamond
line."
by
pressed yeast cakv which has been
their Iat in names."
Oranges peeled and sliced placed on
she might have lost the Jewels In the
"What Is that?"
softened In a fourth of s cup a bed of crisp watercress and served
she issued printed notices of"He can lawfully conduct a sldn
sire',
l
teaspoon-fuadd half a
of water:
delecThs
Difference.
i
French dressing Is a most
fering a reward for their recovery. game."
of salt, a fourth of s cup with salad to serve with a duck dinthing?"
you
me
one
"Pop, will
tell
THE DELINEATOR
table
When she lost a number of other
of molasses or sugar and one cup of ner.
"Yes, son."
in the
matter
the
placed
things
she
Bias.
ProfeM.onal
MAGAZINE
EVERYBODY'S
chopped
usi ADVENTURE
d
rather
dates
"Is a mobile countenance the same hands of the police. The detective
Tomato and Nut Sslsd. Scoop out
"We're bav.ng very dry weather."
want a local IfepreaenUtive. You can earn
coarse, two cups of whole wheat flour
us
auto
face?"
thing
the
tomatoes;
Write
every
month.
toi
a aalaiT
of a half dozen
said that from what the prisoner told
"That's because our weat tier man
and enough white flour to make a the centers
let Bwttcnck FablusVias Co.. swAartcS BUs.. Ntw Yerk Cs
pulp add equal amount
him Ue searched the garden, and in Is tuo much Interested In local
dough that may be kneaded. Put 111 to the drained
To stsy young or to grow young Garfield one of the flower beds found some of
chopped walnuts and a fourth of a
the Ingredients Into a bowl, using a of
peppers, berve Tea can help. It rejuvenates both In looks the Jewelry. The rest he found in
chopped
cup
of
as
adding
flour
with,
knife to mix
INKING OW THE TITANIC"
Fill the Snd energy.
mayonnaise dressing.
Soothlns; Syrup for Children
the prisoner's bedroom.
Mm Wtnatow
uUMiselUiui book we have ever pubushod. (jives
nseded. When light shape Into s loaf with
of
mayonnaise.
the sruaa, reduce Inliauimar
full details of awful disaster. Including report
aofteue
tretblng,
with
garnish
and
that
shells
to
remember
well
as
It Is Just
Investigating Coin, at WaahlnatoD; rum pie us booaa
and when light again bake an hour.
psvta cures wtud colic, Sfo bttlt
Oun a. !'.
lot) pa;. ixiaeTDitfcent phoUsurapb.
ready,
Dow
Politics.
Psrsdoxlcsl
as
I woman's shoe laces are almost
Agwnta coining money; one agent report fiu (tales
Mushroom Sslarl. Small or button
Outfit
"There Is one odd thing about the
easily broken as ber heart strings
mushrooms should be used for this.
more
nothing
la
Probably
there
parliament."
for
English
candidates
of
moot
Remove the outer skin and
than tbe things we get tor
'What Is that?"
Never exaggerate your faults; your
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
the stalk, drop them Into boiling saltnothing.
a
seat."
for
"They
stand
to
that.
friends will attend
Little Used Roman Numbers.
ed water and boll gently for two minTen thounand In Roman numbers Is
utes. Remove them on to a cloth.
When cold, sprinkle with pepper, sslt denoted by the letter X with a dash
and chopped parsley. Pile In a salad over it; or it may be written two C.'s
bowl and cover with French dressing; and an 1 followed by two inverted
one part vinegar to three parts oil and C.'s. One hundred thousand Is indicated by s C with a dash over It. or
salt and pepper to taste.
Mapls Sirup Sandwiches. Boll a three C.'s. and an I followed by three
cap of maple sirup, half a cup ot Inverted C.'s
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The Clovis News
J. CURREN. Editor.
A. L. CURREN. - - PUBLISHER.
W.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Yea- rSix Months

$1.00
50

Provisions of the Three
Year Homestead Law.
Washington, June 15. Of paramount interest and importance
to settlers in New Mexico and
Arizona and other states in the
west is the recently enactt-homestead law which recently became law by approval
of President Taft. The full provisions of this act are as follows:
Re it enacted by the senate
and house of representatives of
the United States of America in
congress assembled. That section twenty-twhundred and
ninety-on- e
and section twenty-tw- o
hundred and ninety-seve- n

ar

o

of the revised statutes of the
United States be amended to
read as follows:
'Section 2291. No certificate,
however, shall be given or patent issued therefor until the expiration of three years from the
date of such entry and if at t he
expiration of such time or any
time within two years thereafter
the person making such entry,
or if he be dead his widow, or
in case of her death his heirs or
devisee, in case of a widow mailing such entry, her heirs or devisee, in case of her death,
proves by himself and by two
creditable witnesses that he, she
or they have a habitable house
upon the land and have resided
upon and cultivated the same
for the term of three yaars succeeding the time of filing the affidavit, and makes affidavit that
no part of such land has been
alienated except as provided in
hundred and
section twenty-tw- o
eighty-eighand that he, she
or they will bear true allegiance
to the government of the United
t,

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP
C

E. JUSTUS Proprietor

First Class Work.
112

1--

2

Hot and Cold Baths

South Main St.

States, then in such case he.
she, or they, if at that time
of the United States, shall
be entitled to a patent, as in
other cases provided by law;
provided that upon filing in the
local land office notice of the beginning of such absence, the
shall be entitled to a
continuous leave of absence from
the land for a period not exceed-- 5
months in each year after establishing residence, and upon
the termination of such absence
the entryman shall file a notice
of such termination in the local
land office- but in case of commutation the fourteen months
actual residence as now required
by law must be shown, and the
person commuting must be
at the time a citizen of the United; provided: That when the
person making entry dies before
the offer of final proof those succeeding to the entry must. show
that tiie entryman hul complied
with the law in all respects to
the date of his death and that
they have since complied with
the law in all respects as would
have been required of the entry-ma- n
had he lived, excepting that
they are relieved from any
o residence upon the
land; provided further: That the
entryman shall in order to comply with the requirements of
cultivation herein provided for,
cultivate not less than
of the area of his entry,
beginning with the second year
of the entry, and not less than
beginning with the
third year of the entry, and until final proof, except that in the
case of entries, under section six
law
of the enlarged-homesteadouble the area of cultivation
herein provided shall be required, but the secretary of the interior may, upon a satisfactory
showing, under rules and regulations prescribed by him, reduce the re quired area
Of
cultivation;
provided,
cit-ze-

one-sixteen- th

Hard Times Prices
Shoes made to order, $5 up.
second hand shoes on hand.

Henry Van Vorst

The Old Cow Boy
Bootmaker

Boots $12 up. Also a good lot of
All work guaranteed.
218 South Main

one-eight-

h,

d

Davidson's Transfer Co.
HAS CHANGED. Call 85 or E. T. Jernigan & Co.
Jewelry Store Instead of 3ol.
When You Want a Transfer Call us
Clovis, New Mexico
Postoffice Box 544

That the above provision as to Reported Las Vegas Fight to prevent the fight. The inter
est of the Santa Fe men in
Is to be Prevented
cultivation shall not apply to enaffair arose from the fact that
tries under the act of April Santa Fe. N. M.. It is report- the Del Varagys dav celebrat n
i

nineteen hundred and four, commonly known
as the Kinkaid act, or entries un
der the act of June seventeen th
ninteen hundred and two, commonly known as the reclamation
act, and that the provisions of
this section relative to the homestead period shall apply to all
entries as well as entries hereafter madoupon which
residence is required; provided.
That the secretary of the interior shall, within sixty days after
the passage of this act, send a
copy of the same to each homestead entryman of record who
may be affected thereby, by ordinary mail to his last known address, and anv such entryman
may, by givin g notice within one
hundred and tweney days after
the passage of this act, by registered letter to the register and
receiver of the local land office,
elect to make proof upon his entry under the law under which
the same was made without regard to the provisions of this
twenty-eight- h,

--

ed here this afternoon on what
appears to be the best of authority, .that Governor McDonald
has finally made up his mind
that there will befio figh t in Las

Vegas July 4, between Johnson
and Jim Flynn.J
The governor has never given
the fight promoters any encouragement, although thus far he
has not definitely announced
that he will p went the bout in
the absence of any specific law
on the subject.
Some days ago, however, a
committee of Santa Fe men called on the governor and requested that he make a definite statement on the subject. This the
governor promised to do within
a few days and this afterooon it
is reported that he has decided

If, at any time

after the filing of the affidavit
as required in section twenty-tw- o
hundred and ninety and before
the expiration of the three years
mentioned in section twenty-tw- o
hundred and ninety-onit is
proved, after due notice to the
settler, to the satisfaction of the
register of the land office that
the person having filed such affidavit has failed to establish residence within six msnths after
the date of entry, or abandoned
the land for more than six
months at any time, then and
in that ev nt the land so entered
shall revert to the government;
provided, That the three years'
period of residence herein fixed
shall date from the time of establishing actual permanent res- -

Funeral Directors and Embalmers
Fine Ambulance

idence upon the land; and provided further, That where there
may be climatic reasons, sickness, or other unavoidable cause,
the commissioner of the general
land office may, in his discretion,
allow the settler twelve months
from the date of filing in which
to commence his residence on
said land under such rules and
regulations as he may prescribe. ' '
Approved June 6, 1912.

News Office

Stenographer
Phone 125

Money to Loan
We have Plenty of money to loan on improved farms
in Curry county.
Union Mortgage Co.
b.

Apr. 25.

Sacrifice Sale By Owner.
in Block 20, Clovis
Lots
Place, Clovis, New mexico, for
$290 cash if taken in ten days.
Address J. R. Collins, Box 472
M. 16.
Anadarko, Oklahoma.

Seeds Adapted to

South-

west
Supplies, Poultry
Supplies, Swift's Fertilizers.
Bee-Keepe-

rs'

Roswell Seed Co.
Roswell, N. M.

Plants! Plants!

with us.

that's all.

We do strictly

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Of Clovis

ing

was discovered between 4 and 5
oclock this morning, completely
destroyed the plant of the Belen
Tribune. The loss is placed at
$2,500 with insurance aggregating about $1,800. Colonel W.
M. Berger, proprietor and editor
of the paper, before the flames
had died down, had placed an
order with a Denver type foundry for a complete new outfit of
type and presses, and expects to
have the paper running again
within a very few days.
The cause of the. blaze is a
mystery, since the office was
closed all day Sunday and there
was nothing in the building of
an inflamable nature. The theory that the blaze was of incend
iary origin is discounted by the
fact that Colonel Berger is one
of the most popular men in New
Mexico and so far as known had
Albuquerque Herno enemies.

Much Land Undeveloped

Cabbage. Tomato, Sweet PoIn view of such figures as
tato and Pepper
Plants. Ask
these,
one is tempted to ask why
for prices,
any cry of a land famis
there
ROSWELL SEED CO.
ine?
The
Government is still
Roswell, N. M.
giving away land for nothing,
TREES of quality, backed and in some localities it is giving
the homesteader 320 acres, while
by a quarter century' suc- in others it has reduced the pecessful business. Catalogue riod of time required to get title
on request.
to a homestead to three years.
Hereford Nursery Co. Undoubtedly the rush to CanHereford, Tex. ada is largely misguided. It has
been induced active advertising
on
the part of Canada, and by
For Sale or Trad e.
more liberal regulations for the
Two relinquishments, 160 acres taking up
of lands. Many Amer
each, close to town, also five
icans who have precipitately
acres improved in Artesia, ad
crossed the border are likely to
dress, E. Laqua, owner,
come back again as soon as they
Artesia. N. N.
can do so without loss, and they
will be the better for their ex320 Acres on Shares
periences. Moreover, thev will
I will rent on shares a half have learned that the distant
section of best farming land lo fields always look greenest, and
cated 3 miles SE of Clovis. All that Uncle Sam still has as good
fenced, house and well.
lands as are being given away
W. F. Edgar.
by any other government.

to some business matters

partaining to the school.
PROFESSIONAL
H.

W. WILLIAMS
Attorneys-- a

Clovis

:

New Mex.

:

DR. S. Q, VON ALMEN

Belen, N. M., June 17. -- A
fire mysterious origin, which

ald.

banking,

Miss Greathouse of Portalef
was in the city this week attend-

Belen Tribune Burns
Notary Public

so easily.
Do your banking

Night Phohe 235

Day Phone 2U

e,

MISS ELLA CURREN

II a nuriilar uots into vour nouso ana you have
money concealed there, tho burglar will gel
your money. Thai is a burglar's business.
The burglar will know you have the money
before he goes into your house: thai is the burglar's business. Our business is to protect your
money. If it is in our bank, it will be safe from
burglars, from fire and your own extravagance; you cannot lend it, spend it or lose it

or-d- er

The Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Company

act."
' 'Section 2297.

date had been fixed for the th
instead of the 4th of July in
that people might have op.
portunity of visiting both las
Vegas and Santa Fe. and it ws
expected that many of the easterners ath acted to Las Vegiu)
for the fight would vioit Santa
FeforDe Varagas day. On the
other hand, if there was to be
no fight, the committee In charge
of De Varagas day desired that
the celebration be held on independence day.
Just what means the govern-o- r
will use to stop the fight m
not konwn. but that he has am
pie authority in the premises ndl
one here doubts. In fact it Ul
the general belief that his merol
word would be sufficient to driv
the fighters and promoters from j
the state. -- Albuquerque Hera'd.

PHYSICIAN

AND SURGEON

Rectal Diseases a Specialty
Phone 44

Clovis, N. M.

J. B. WESTERFIELD
...PHYSICIAN...

Office 1st North of First National Bank.
Phones Office 153, Residence 26!J

Dr. D. D. Swearingin(
Physician & Surgeon.
I

of

make a specialty of diseases

the eye. ear nose and throat

and fitting glasses.
McBee Bid., opposite postoffice.
Office phone 173
Res. 192.

L. A. DICKMAN, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Opposite Antlers

Hotel

Phone 53.
1

Fit Olasses.

DR. W. G. DRAKE
I'HYSICIAN

AND SURGEON

Phone 164
Office over Skidmore Drug Store

I'll Sell Your Farm
Would like a list of several
good cheap farms within from
five to ten miles of Glovis. Am

expecting a number of land buyers from the east in a few days
and want a Hst of the best bargains in land.
,
W. L. Mansfield,
Mansfield-Claiborn- g

Mgr.
Co.
Clovis. N. M.

Pure Food Bakery
Keeps constantly on hand fresh
Bread, Pies, Cakes, etc. Also
best Chili served in city. First
door south of Owl Drug Store.

Publication

make
land a
l

Notice of Final Meeting of

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

C2115
Non coal land
Department of the Interior tl. S. Land Office
1912.
at Thomas E nmlth, of at Ft Sumner. N. M. Msjr 81
Notice ; herehy given that Archie L. Dillingn June lflth 19(10 made
rN W
Sec 11. T 1 ham of Havener. N. M.. who on Feb. 1. 1907,
on Nov ?.. 1909 made made homes tead entry no. 02115 for Northeast
quarter section 19. township. 2 north range 84
east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Infive-ye- ar
proof, to establish
tention to make
to the claim to the land above described before William.
in his
n. V s J. Curren. United States Commissioner,
office at Clovis. N M, on vhe office at Clovis. N. M.. on the nth day of July.
1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
8. Brawley. Joseph G.
Rrawley, John R. Hickman all of Havener, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren, Register.

Claimant namegna witnesses: Isaac I' smith.
Pete McDgnlel. Otis Stanford
George T.
Tracy all of Black tower. N M
Arthur E Curron. Register

N oua

Frsnk Msgee. Robert

Publication.

land
Department of thi
ITS l.ind utllec at Ft. Sumi
Non-co-

0795H

rior.

Notice Is hereby iriven that William It. CM.
9.
of Clovis. N M who gn
190"
made Homestead Entry
No. niytM.
I'.
8.
for
quarter section
town22.
ship 4 north range :tr, ' east. N. M. 1. M. has
five-yetiled no! ire of intention to make final
pmk'I
in I'Mnhlinh claim to the land a hivc
described, before W. J. Curren. U. S. Commissioner, in hi office ut Clovis, N w. on the 1tH
day of July. 1912,
Claimant names ns witnesses:
Luther V. Carues. of Claud. N. M.. Paul Sub
nol. Clovis. N. M.. Augusta Kos, of Claud. N.
M.. Lester Simpson. ofClovis. N. M.

Arthur

F,.

Curren. Register.

Notice for Publication

NOTICE FOh PUBLICATION,
Non-co- a
land.
Department of the I n terlor. IT. S. Land Office at
M.,
I
lay
HI. 1912.
Ft Sumner. N.
Notice is hereby give that Jesse D.Stanford
.1 ur
lWK
vh.
r 8 W
Inge 4
itentton
to
H.HIiMier.

at Clovis. N M on the Hth day of
names as witnesses:
Andy Z. fnee.lWilllam II. Hill. Isaac P. Smith
Ss-ni
N.
nil of Blacktower.
and
M.

irren. Register.
FOR

PUBLICATION

Non coal land.
Department of the Int srlor. U. S. :iti'i Off.e
at Ft. Sumner.N. M.. M iy21. 1912.
Notice is hereby givel thnt Ethan !. Blair,
of Texico N. m.. who. on July 16. 1911, made
No. 08319 for N W
Homestead Entry
Section. 21, township 1 north, range 36 east
notice of Intention
filed
meridian,
P
M
ha
New
five year proof to establish claim
to make
before William D.
led.
descrl
land
above
to tlio
McBoo, Probate Judge, Curry county; In his of
flee at Clovis. New Mexico, on the 9th day of July

Notice of Contest.

United States District Court.
SS

Creditors in the United
States Court for the
District of New

Department
f the Interior. United States
land Office. Fort Sumner, N M May 1ft,
1912.
To WIIKam H Gilbert of Texico, N.M..

Mexico
In the matter of
no. 211
Doretch & Matthews,
Bankrupts.
To the creditors
Doretch and W. W. Matthews,
doing business under the firm
name of Doretch & Matthews,
at Clovis, in Curry county and
District aforesaid, bankrupts:
Notice is hereby given that
the Final Report of the Trustee
herein, was, on the 28th day of
May. 1912, filed in the office of
the undersigned Referee in Bankruptcy, and a meeting of said
creditors is hereby called at Clovis, in the office of R. E. Rowels, on June 20, 1912, at 2 p. m.,
to examine and pass upon said
Final Report, to declare a final
dividend and to transact such
other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
David W. Elliot,
Referee in Bankruptcy

conferee.

Tou are hereby notified that Alva T. Snider
who gives Texleo. Now Mexico, as hie post office
address, did on April 29. 1912. file hi this of-flhis duly corroborated
application
to eon-te- st
and secure the cancellation of your Home-stee- d
Serial No. 08129. mad June If. 1910 for
South-weand Lots 1, . 3 and 4
Section 6. Township 4 North
Range 87 East
N. M. P. Meridian, and as grounds for his contest he alleges that (Sid William H. Gilbert never
established residence on the land In question.
You are. therefore, further notified that the
said allegations will be taken by this office as
having been confessed by too. and your said entry will be canceled thereunder without your
further right to be heard therein, either before
this office or on appeal. If you fall to Me In this
office within twenty (lays after the fourth publication or this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
responding to these allegations of contest or If
you fall within
that time to file in this office due proof that you have served a copy of
your answer on tha said contestant either In
person or by registered mail. If this service is
made by the delivery of a copy of your answer
to the contestant in person, proof of such service muni lie either the said contestant's written
acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy,
showing the dste of its receipt or the affidavit
of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was delivered:
if made by registered mail, proof of such service must consist of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy was mailed stating when and
the post office to which It was mailed aud this
affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for the letter.
You should state in your answer the name of
the post office to which you desire future no--t
ices to tie sent to you.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

District of New Mex.
I, Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the
United States District Court for
the District of New Mexico, do
hereby certify that the above
and foregoing is a true and correct copy of an application for
discharge and order made thereon filed and entered of record in
said Court as the same now remains on file and of record in
my said office.
Witness my official signiture
and the seal of said Court this
3rd day of May, A. D. 1912.
Harry F. Lee,
(seal)
Clerk.
I

-

NOTICE OF SUIT

The First National Bank
of Clovis
Plaintiff,

the

Notice of Sale
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bankrupt

der

ciovis,

$30,000,00

n. vfExrco

judgment

attorneys

the

firft

of the

the District Court

United States for the
trict of New Mex.

Notice for Publication

matter

that thj

the
the

the
the

Bennett
that

that
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the
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the statute,

court at Santa
at
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their
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a
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Railroad Time Table
No.

from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita, Amarillo
and points east
10:50 a. m.
113.. Dep. for Melrose. Fort
Sumner, Vaugn, Mountain-air- ,
Belen, Albuquerque
11:15 a. m.
and points west
Pecos,
Carls114.. Ar. from
bad, Roswell and Portales
113.. Ar.

10:45 a. m.
114.. Dep. for Amarillo, Wich-

o

11:30 a. m.

from Albuquerque,
Mountainair, Ft. Sumner,
Melrose and points west

118.. Ar.

4:15 a. m.
118.. Dep. for Amarillo, Wich

ita, Kansas city, Chicago
and points on Coleman

estate

the

judgment

CAPITAL

ita, Kansas citv, Chicago
. 11:45 a. m.
and points east
117.. Ar. from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita, Amaril-iand points east 11:55 p. m.
117.. Dep. for Portales, Rosthe
well, Carlsbad and Pecos

the

the

the

estate

American Bank
& Trust Company

that

if
this

rights

the

tion.

trict of New Mex.

the

,t

When prosperity is the subject, the increased deposits
in this Bank prove that
prosperity is here again.
Are you sharing in it? If
not, it is possibly because
you are not doing business
in a business way.
We suggest that you open
an account with iM. Our
officers will gladly show you
the benefit of such an ac-

In the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico

vs.
Nou coal land
Department of the Intertor. IT. S. land office
Charles Crook and Uril-Mau- d
at Fort Sumner. N.M.. May 21. 1912.
Crook,
that David, W.
Notice is hereby given
JO.
who on
Nicholas of Clovla. New Mexico,
June. 22. 1905. made homestead serial No.
Defendents.
OtfS, for SE1-- 4 Sec. 17, Township 1 N. Range
To
Defendants,
Chares Crook
publication
Date
of
1912.
May
firBt
:MEast and
23.
who
on Dec. 2o. 1909. made
'
'
1912.
,.
sec-2NEl-- l
i
.. ,. second
Ad
SO.
entry
..
for
the
and
UrillaMaud
Crook:
Claimant names as witnesses:
,.
.. third
township 1 North. Range S6 East.
lion
June 6, ,,
Curry. James P. Williams. George T.
You
hereby notified
a
,. fourth
,,
IS.
N. M. T. Meridian
tiled notice of In- James F.
has
I,
is
hereby
given,
Notice
MoxNew
Wilson, Alfred C. Font all of Texico.
proof to estabtention to make linal five-yesuit
been
filed
has
against
lish claim to the land above described before
M. C. Spicer, as Special Master
W. J. Curren.
United States Commissioner, In
you
in the District Court
Arlhur E. Curren. Register.
by appointment by the District
his olfiee at Clovis, N. M. on the Rth day of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION of Curry County, New Mexico,
July. 1912.
Court of Curry County, State of
Claimant names as witnesses:
wherein the
Notice For Publication
National Bank
3rd day
New Mexico, will on
Ethan G. Blair. Aron T. Williams. Albert R.
Non-coland.
disClovis,
Curry
of
County New
,
Daniels, J. P, Williams all of Clovis, N. M.
hour of
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office of August 1912,
Mexico
Arthur E Curren. Register
is
plaintiff
at Ft Sum er. N. M.. May ).
and Charles
the south door
Notice Uh eby given that Abraham L. Cox. 2 o'clock p. m.,
on March 23 1908. made
. m. who.
Crook
of Clovis.
and
Maud
Urilla
Crook
Court House in the city In the
homestead entry serial no. 01712 for north of
of William
townsnip i norm range
Notice for Publication.
west quarter section
and
numbered
noof Clovis in said county, sell
P meridian has filed
36 E, New Mexico
No85 513 on
to make final five-yeDocket of said Court.
tice of his intention
Non coal land.
highest Brooks
to
land above de- public auction
claim
establish
proof
to
tohc
Department of the Interior. U S Land olnce at
Mersfielder,
You
U. S. Commisnotified
are
the
Curren.
J.
Wm.
before
scribed
and best bidder for cash,
Ft, Sumner N. M. May 19. 1912.
A bankrupt.
his office in Clovis. N M
at
Notice is hereby given that Daniel S Dawson, sioner
general
objects
of
said
suit
following described real
of Clovis N. M. who on October 24, 1905 made on the 2th duy of July 1912.
To the Honorable William H. are to secure a judgment on acer-tai- n
homestead entry. 1553. for the Southwest quarClaimant names as witnesses:
ter (8W1-4- ) of section 33. ITownahlp 2 north, J. Hobert Cook. George W. Gilham. Robert with all buildings and improvePope,
Judge of said Court. Wilfilet!
range 36 East N. M. P. Meridian has
promissory note and to foreproof Fields, James O. Johnson nil of Clovis. N. M.
ments thereon. Said real
notice of intention to make final Five-ye-ar
Brooks,
liam
Mersfelder, of Tex- close a real
described,
to establish claim to the land above
E. Curren. Register.
mortgage
Arthur
is described as follows:
before William J. Curren. U. S. Commissioner,
ico, in the County of Curry, and made to secure said note on the
in hl office at Clovis, N. M.. on the 2th day
of July 1912.
A.11 of Lots numbered Two (2)
of New Mexico, in said following real
Notice for Publication.
to wit: The
Claimant names as witnesses:
Non-coand Three (3) in Block number District, Represents and respect- Southwest
lund.
Daniel L.Moye of Clovis. N. M Samuel R. Cope-lan- d
of section
of Blacktower. N. M.. Maston L. MeClus-ko(41) in North-Par- k
Department of 'the Interior. US land office at Forty-on- e
fully shows to
Court,
on numbered eight, in township
May
20
of Clovla. N. M.. John Bell, of Blacktower.
.1912.
M.
FtSumner. N.
city of Clovis, 18th day of December, A. D.
Notice is hereby given that Charles E. Abbott addition to
N. M.
numbered one north, Range
Aug.. 31. 108
on
who
M.
N
Texico.
of
of New 1911, he was duly adjudged thirty-fivCurry County and
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
e
number 0023. for
east, in Curry Counmade homestead entry.
.iimrterof section 6 township 1 north Mexico, as shown on the official
under
of Cong- ty, New Mexico.
range 87 E.. New Mexico Principal Meridian
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of said addition to Clovis, ress
to bankruptcy ;
five-yehasfiled notice of intention to make
notified
You are
non coal land
Mex.
land
New
to
the
claim
duly
all his
establish
surrendered
he
has
proof
to
office
Department of the Interior. U.S. land
you
appear
or plead in
fail to
above describe! before Wm. J. Curren. United
and prem- property, and
The said real-estat- e
at Ft. Sumner N.M, May 21. 1912.
in property,
Clovis
office
at
hi
in
Commissioner
Lamcause on or before the 24th
States
Notice is hereby given that M. Rosalie
ises to be sold to satisfy two cer- save and except such as is exwho on New Mexico on the 3rd day of July. 1912.
Clovis. New Mexico.
bert of
day
August. 1912, judgment
of
witnesses:
in
us
rendered
names
judgments
Cluimnnt
l!K;.made homestead entry
tain
October 20tli
empt from execution under
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$2000.00 Death Benefit
$15.00 weekly benefit for Accident or Sickness; $1000 for
loss of limb or eyesight; $100
for Emergency Relief Benefit.
Cost is $6.00 per year. No othMen
er dues or assessment.
and women between 16 to 65

are accepted. Reliable company
with $100,000.00 State Deposit
for the protection of Policy holders and to guarantee the pay-o- f
claims. Write for further
information giving your age,
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Dept. 441, American Registry
Company, Erie, Pa.
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FRUIT ON A DRY FARM

METHOD OF SAVING MOISTURE

ANGBYWQMANWH1PS

Much Can Be Cleaned Frcm Farmers
Who Raise Profitable Crops

Method Given to Make It
lutely Drouth Proof.

OectRerea Smiles

With Small Rainfall.

Abso-

There is much that can be learned
from the methods of the dry land
farmers who raise profitable grain

Planting Single Tree Two
Year' Moleture Is Secured by
Plowing Year Ahead and Keeping Ground Cultivated.

Before

PRETTY NEAR

crops In regions with less than 18
If the practices
Inches of rainfall.
which they follow to conserve the
moisture for crops were followed
more closely by farmers everywhere
bigger and better crops could be

VERY IGNORANT.

IT.

A GAR CONDUCTOR
Denied the Last Word In an
gument, She Vigorously
Wields Her Umbrella.
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r
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"I am searching for a book called versities and education, thanking Ood LAYS
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can put It that way If you want to."
say that such exaggerated statements
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be
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and now after twenty years every the roller packer
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Some people are congenla not bethe other afternoon resulted In tbe
"Oh. you mean Dante's Inferno!'"
word of this statement Is accepted as discretion.
cause tbey like the same things, but
way.
usual
fact
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A big policeman Interfered In time because they hate the same people.
An Economist.
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proof.
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thought all the vessels had got in by
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car
and
vard
completed
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not
to
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good"
over
over
no
and
ain't
work. Plow the ground as deep as but to establish a new soil mulch.
while she replied "yes 'tis" Just aa Mrs. Fink. "There was a frightful
Very Unconventional.
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"Will
fast.
gladness
store
who
can
of
tell
the
All.
noise about two o'clock, and I got up.
to bring your dead furrows where the er profit In using the harrow or cultiThe girl parried this question with
That doth for aye Infold,
Unable to get the last word a I turned on tbe light and looked down,
In
vator
their
cultivated
orchards
and
row of trees Is to be; by doing this
In winter's gloom or summer's madness.
another.
woman's inalienable right she finally to see a man's legs sticking out from
grows old!
the surface is dished toward the tree crops after each rain all through the
"Is this proposal tbe result of a bet The heart that ne'er
slammed him across the face with her under the bed."
season.
and If there Is any run oft It drains
or a Joke or a dare?" she Inquired.
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Tragedies
Told
furtowards their roots. These dead
"Rv no means. 1 ask vou to marry
fended himself," but the passengers lar's?"
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Mouse
"Church
rows are also of great advantage as UUALIlltS Oh HONEY LOCUST
me because I love you."
saw little evidence of defense as he
"No, my dear, my husband's. H
ment of Wedding."
enow catchers.
"It is unusual, but, after all, the un
had heard the noise, too." Youth's
Proves Too Heavy for Floor
"Piano
Now a piece of land prepared in Drought Resisting Tree May Well Be usual is tbe proper caper nowadays. of New Bungalow."
Companion.
I accept you, Frederick."
Grown on Most Farms In the
this manner will accumulate during
"Crash of Plate Glass Window Falls
an ordinary season from three to four
Northwestern States.
The Poaltlon for Her.
to Waken Night Watchman."
MAN FOOTS THE BILL.
feet of moist earth from the surface
After speaking at great length on
Car Collides with Motor"Street
down, and In the holes after a wet
The honey locust is a most beautiful
the emancipation of women, a young
cycle; Only One Person Hurt."
winter even Ave or six feet.
tree and one that might well be grown
woman asked a statesman:
"Nobody at Home When Burglar
It
Now to dry all this moisture out In to some extent upon most farms.
"Supposing women were admitted to
Calls Except Athletic Husband."
govern the affairs of tbe commona cultivated area without cropping belongs to the legume family or pod
"Johnny Puts Gunpowder In Papa's
wealth, what post would you assign to
would take two years or more without producers and has a beautiful comTobacco Pouch."
a drop of rain, so that when a young pound leaf. It grows very large and
me?"
"Baby Born In Fashionable Apart"The management of an Institution
tree Is planted two or three feet deep has sharp thorns on both the branches
ment House."
for the deaf and dumb."
In all this moisture It Is as 1 contend and trunk of the tree, say? a writer In
"Why that?"
absolutely drouth proof, for In the the Dakota Farmer. When closely set
Regrettable.
"Because either theBe unfortunates
past thirty years the longest drouth In the form of a hedge, it makes a
"I can't tell you how sorry I was
would learn to talk or you would learn
has been only a few months' duration, most formidable barrier against any
to hear of your husband's death, Mrs.
to keep quiet."
drying out no more than the top six kind of stock. The Colorado station
Nurich. It is too bad that he had to
or eight Inches, which la of no value In a recent bulletin recommends the
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get over it If
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"Yes; I
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thought of dying for years, a South
thing fashionable; but plain conjuncevery year ten times as much mois- trees. When this Is taken Into consideration, it will be seen that this
Brooklyn retired windmill dealer spent
tion of the brain! It makes me feel
ture as the tree needs, as follows:
his reecnt birthday In Cleveland, O.,
tree deserves a much larger use In tbe
so bad on the children's account."
A young apple tree Just
planted northwest.
looking for a bargain In coffins. He
It does not sucker as
Library.
Judge's
uses up a few hundred pounds of does Its closely related species, the
said he never had cared much for
moisture every year, but we give bluck or yellow locust, and Is not
stow and thought he would care less
Busy at Bridge.
these trees an area of 40 feet square, nearly as subject to the attack of the
when dead, so he wanted something
"Miss Mabel, 1 should like to speak
plums and cherries, 20, small fruits locust borer. The writer has In mind
would be durable, not fancy. "The
that
you."
to
pre10.
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a specimen of the honey locust In Jerwanted more than $100
undertakers
a
minute."
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cipitation on an area of 50 feet square, auld county, South Dakota, which Is
for good coffins." he told a friend,
"I should like to ask you to be my
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"none of which looked to be worth
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wife."
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amounts to about 60 tons per annum. ever seen in the Dakotas. It Is about
Mrs. Jones That paper has an artl
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"You are interrupting tbe bridge
Now an apple tree from 15 to 20 years twenty-fiv- e
could get' one that looked as if It
feet high, very spreading, cle on the question which has the bet game. Mr. Wombat
one
Wall
until
I'm
floor
lay
prostrate
on
after
the
of age will use up only from 30 to 40 and has proven a rapid grower. North- ter time, man or woman.
dummy."
particularly stinging swipe acroas the. might have cost $2.50 to make. You
tons per annum, and can live, If western nurserymen
Jones Woman does, because she
highly recomleft ear. While down ahe poked him don't suppose I could get a good secnecessary, on half of that, so that it Is mend this tree and offer seedlings and doesn't have to iay for it.
in the ribs with tbe weapon. Morris' ond hand one anywhere, do you?" The
Woman.
easy to understand that while the tree young trees at low prices and the DaA gentleman
was cut and bleeding and his right man did not Invest, but decided he
to
lip
a
sat
down
write
Is growing up the orchard Is gaining kota Farmer would urge a larger
Public Duty.
trial
deed and began with "Kuow all women eye was badly swollen when the last would wait awhile and see if the high
The great chance of the present
an enormous amount of moisture for of this beautiful tree In Its territory.
cost of dying might not be reduced.
inventory was taken.
by these presents."
Ah. do not pass it by!
future use and even when the tree Is
wrong," said a bystander,
But teach dear little children
are
"Vou
Morris,
Fortunately
Policeman
for
full grown you will have several tons
To swat the infant fly.
"It ought to be, 'know all men.' "
L. Grlebenof, riding on the front platto the good each year, which you hold
"Very well," answered the other, form, had beet attracted by the shrieks
by cultivation In your subsoil, and
Theory and Practice.
"lr all women know It, all snen will, of women. None but the policeman
even If your trees should need more
said of
"I am a friend of the people
course " Life.
had the courage to pull the little fighthe. "The people muBt rule."
moisture yet when they get, say 30
er away.
or 40 years old, they can be thinned
"But," reported a courtier, "the peoEYE FOR HARMONY.
"Serves him right for trying to tell
ple' are opposed to the measure you
out to 0 feet apart, which would give
my
remarked
wife her business,"
per
240
annum,
want
They
propose.
tree
tons
it."
don't
about
each
Friesea, as he led the prisoner from
"They don't, eh?" said be, banging
so that there is no need whatever to
A bowl of
the station. Wben asked if he would
take any chances. You make the
the table. "I'll show 'em. If they opcourt
appear
in
Friesea
with
wife
his
pose me I'll slap a tax on the lawn
moisture question In the orchard as
said: "No, Indeed; she's able to look
mowers, and make every one of 'em
exact a science as building a bridge or
after herself."
a
man
sweat for It."
a battleship. In fact, If knew
would follow these Instructions ImNo animal that geta only feed
What Milton Omitted.
plicitly, I would pay him a thousand enough to support life can make a
Breaks Off Tusks.
The rebellious angels bad Just been
dollars for every tree lost by drouth. gain or profit.
New York In a fit of pique, Congo,
In the swift
Corn fodder that Is dry and dusty cast out of heaven.
We keep every weed out of the or"the only dwarf elephant in captivity,"
disfigured himself In the Bronx zoo.
chard and cultivate from ten to twelve will be improved a little by sprinkling downward flight, Lucifer overtook
with cream
Beelzebub.
The day being fine, all the elephants
times during the season with a home- In the mangers.
you,
hits
troubling
right
Bub?"
the
prospot
"What's
go
can
man
double
tbe
who
except Congo were permitted to
The
made cultivator about ten teet wide,
"An old problem," answered the fu
into the yard outside the elephant
which cultivates about twenty acre ductiveness of tls farm more than
between somersaults:
ture foul
house. He had been showing signs of
'loubler Its value.
a day.
"Toasties" are thin bits
Provided your cow Is a good one. "'Where are we going this fall?'"
bad temper recently.
Kvery year from the start the surLlpplncott's.
lines,
or
corn; fully cooked, then
Is
along
right
fed
keepers
out
of
were
No sooner
the
plus moisture sinks deeper and deep- the more she
will give.
braced
bind
more
building
she
his
than
be
the
the
toasted to a crisp, golden-brow- n.
er Into the subsoil.
An Elaborate Apology.
Haphazard methods of breeding
feet against tbe rear brick wall, while
I have followed It down foot by toot,
by
you
waving that
mean
"What do
never pay with dairy cattle. The best
be began to saw and hammer the Iron
year by year, until now It reaches a herd bull Is none too good.
red flag and stopping the train?" ask
railing at the front of the stall with
your
Why
does
mistress
tie
Tom
depth of nearly twenty feet. The aphis tusks.
One of the chief reasons for butter ed the irate engineer.
This food makes a fine
on
you?
ple trees thai are forty feet apart becoming rancid at in early age la
"You wrong us," replied Meandering red ribbon
His Ivory adornments are exquisiteTabby Because red goes best with
(or spring appetchange
atand In a cube of moist earth 40 feel tbe fact that It Is not washed thor Mike. "We was boldin' a little meet-In'- .
ly proportioned, elephant men say, and
complexion, I guess.
square by twenty feet deep, contain- oughly.
What you saw was de new an- a brunette
prove that he Is a real dwarf, slnca
ites.
ing between 200 and 300 tona of wathey are In distinct size relation to tbe
The bigger the ears of corn when archist version of de Chautauqua saFather and Son
ter; we make our eatlmatea by taking they are put in the alio, the bigger lute."
rest of his body. Before the keepers
Sold by Grocers, and
"A penny saved U twopent-- earned. "
nam pies all through the aforesaid the milk flow will be when the silage
knew what he had done Congo bad
Aa when a boy at school, you learned.
weighing
them, then drylag is fed.
rube,
ready to serve from packUnnecessary.
brokVn off eight inches of ivory from
You saved your pennies qutle a lot
them out thoroughly, then weighing
Gruff Customer (looking up from And Johnny drop them In the slot.
one tusk and ten from the other. Then
Tbe milk utensils must be free
age instantly with cream and
again. This gives us the exact amount from seams and cracks. It Is impos- tbe menu card I Have you brains?
the kepers tied up his head. The
Comparison.
sir.
(confused)
No.
of moisture In each sample and by sible to keep them clean if (his la not
sugar.
Timid Waitress
stumps of the tusks will be capped.
"Six quarts of oats seems a heap
running an average, we get an
That's the reason I'm working here.
tbe cane.
.
Cortt-Farmer
said
horse."
old
for that
estimate of what each cube
Before warm weather cornea prepare Judge.
Music's Charm.
"The Memory
sset.
contains.
a cool place for the milk and cream.
your
wood, N. J. Ragtime as first
as
Lake
ougnt
horse
to
treat
"You
Engagement.
Another
Had
By comparing with other cubea on Make tbe milk and cream room cool,
to disagreeing Jurors resulted In a
"Now. Willie, promise me you won't well as you treat yourself," replied aid
which no trees are set, we are able to sweet and clean.
Mod br
hasty verdict here. The Jurors found
wife.
bis
any
more."
fight
exactly
la
of
advantage
what
each
is
tree
succulent
feed
almost
One
Poitum Cereal Compear, I..L
tell
Jury
I
In
room
band
Instruments
was
If
to
eat
But
the
six
"1 know.
"Can't you wait till tomorrow
Pure Food F.:torl
using up, and by comparing with the the (act that it not only provides the
of breakfast food every day, and after several selections, returned
B.i(l Creek. Mich.
precipitation can compute the lots by cow with more moisture, but at the toother? I've only got one more boy quarts say
S verdict.
was mighty extravagant'
to lick an' then I'll be through." Life you'd
same time U more appetizing.
run off or evaporation.
A
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tng ye more than
deserve.
In love with you she is?"
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The story opens at Monte Carlo with
Terence O'Rourke, a military free
Junes and something of a (ambler. In hU
hotel Leaning on the balcony ha sees a
beautiful girl who suddenly enters the
elevator and passes from sight. At the
gaming table O'Rourke notices two men
wau-hlnhim. One la the Hon. Bertie
Olynn, while his companion Is Viscount
pea Trebes, a duelist. The viscount tells
Mm the French government has directed
him to O'Rourke as a man who would
undertake a secret mission. At his apartment. O'Rourke, who had agreed to undertake the mission, finds a mysterious
letter. The viscount arrives, hands a
aealed package to O'Rourke, who Is not
to open It until on the ocean. A pair of
dainty slippers are seen protruding from
under a doorway curtain. The Irishman
finds the owner of the mysterious feet to
be his wife, Beatrix, from whom he had
run away a year previous. They are
reconciled, and opening the letter he finds
that a Rangoon law firm offers nlm
lOfl.ono
pounds for a Jewel known as the
Pool of Flame and left to him by a dying friend, but now
In keeping of one
named Chatnhret ' In Algeria. O'Rourke
worsts the nobleman In a duel. The wife
tlds O'Rourke farewell and he promises
to soon return with the reward. He discovers both Olynn and the viscount on
board the ship. Aa he finds Chambret
there is un attack bv bandits and his
friend dies telling O'Rourke that he has
left the Pool of Flame with the governor
general, who at sight of a signet ring
given tho colonel will deliver over the
jewel. Arriving at Algeria the Irlshmnn
finds the governor general away. Des
Trebes makes a mysterious appointment,
and tells O'Rourke that he has gained
possession of the Jewel by stealing It. In
a duel O'Rourke masters the viscount,
secures possession of the Pool of Flame
and starts by ship for Rangoon. He finds
the captain to be a smuggler who tries to
teal the Jewel.
Col.

'

CHAPTER XIV. (Continued.)
He ran as seldom he had run before, straining and laboring, stumbling,
recovering and plunging onward. And,
by the gods, wasn't It hot!
The
khamsin raved and tore like a spirit
through that narrow alley,
of hell-fir- e
turning It Into a miniature Inferno
But In the course of some minutes,
the end of the tunnel came In view;
a lighted rift between bouse walls,
giving upon the illuminated street beyond. The sight brought forth a fresh
burst of speed from O'Rourke. He
alley,
dashed madly out of the
stumbled and ran headlong Into a
strolling Greek, who grappled with
him, at first In surprise and then In
resentment, while the clamor of the
pursuing rabble shrilled loud and
near and ever nearer.
Exhausted as he was, the Irishman
struggled with little skill before be
mastered his own surprise; and in tne
end saw his finis written along the
blade of a thin, keen knife which the
Greek nad whipped from the folds of
his garments and jerked threateningly
above his head.
It was falling when O'Rourke saw
it. In another breath he bad been
Unexpectedly the Greek
stabbed.
shrieked, dropped the knife as though
In
It bad turned suddenly white-ho- t
his hands, and leaped back from
O'Rourke, nursing a broken wrist;
while a voice as sweet as the singing
of angels rang in the fugitive's ears,
though the spirit of Its melody was
simple and crude enough.
"O'Rourke, be all th' powers! The
mast her himself! Glory, ye beggar,
'tis sorry. I am that I didn't split the
ugly face of ye wid me sthick!
.
.
.
This way. yer honor! Come
Kid me!"
Blindly enough (indeed the world
was all awhirl about him) O'Rourke,
his arm grasped by a strong and confident band, permitted himself to be
swung to the right and across the
street. In a thought blackness again
was all about him, but the hand
Vipped his arm, hurrying him on w rd ;
and he yielded blindly to Its guidance
without power, for that matter, to
question or to object; what breath
he had he sorely needed. And aa blind
ly he stumbled on for perhaps another
hundred yards, while the voice of the
rabble made hideous the night behind them. Hardly, Indeed, had the
two whipped into the mouth of the
back-waere It was choked by a
swarm of pursuers.
But "Nlver
fear!" said the voice at his side
" 'Tis ourselves that 11 outwit
them.
Here, now, yer honor, do ye
.
.
.
go straight on wldout sthoppln' ontll
ye come to an Iron dure In a dead wall
Knock there
at the end av this.
wance, count tin, and knock again.
I'll lead 'em away and be wid ye again
In a brace av shakes!"
Benumbed by fatigue and exhaustion, O'Rourke obeyed. He was aware
that his preserver with a wild whoop
but
had darted aside into a cross-allehardly aware of more. Mechanically
he blundered on until brought up by
a wall that closed and made a
of the way.
With trembling bands he felt before
him, fingers encountering the smooth,
cool surface of a sheet of metal. This,
then, was the door. As carefully as
h could he knocked, counted ten, and
knocked again while the mob that
had lusted for bis blood trailed off
down the side alley in frantic pursuit
And he
of his generous preserver.
heard with a smile, the latter's shrill
y

c

WOMAN SICK

Danny stole a sidelong glance at the
girl. "Hoggin' yer honor's pardon," he
stammered, "and I belave she 4s that"
"Umm!" snorted O'Rourke. "And
what, if ye please, rbout poor Annie
Bragln, n. home? Is It marrying a
Oreek ye would be. and leaving poor Wants Other Women to Know
Annie to cry her eyes out for ye, ye
How She Was Finally
worthless scut?"
Restored to Health.
"Divvle a bit, respects to yer hon
amusement.
only
Sure,
for
or!
tis
"And who may she be, that ye make
Louisiana Mo.: "I think a woman
so free to amuse yourself with ber?" naturally dislikes to make her troubles
,
"The daughter av me partner, yef
known to the public,
honor, Noccovle, the Oreek tobaccy
but complete restormerchant."
ation tohealth means
so much to me that
"This will be his house, then?"
I cannot keep from
"No, sir, but a a sort av a storehtelling mine for the '
ouse, In a way av speaking. 'Tis Jlst
sake of other suffer'round th' corner they do be llvln' In
ing women.
a gran' folne house, sir."
"I had been sick
"Then what's the young lady doing
about twelve years,
here?"
and had eleven doe- "Waiting for me to take her place,
4
I
tors.
I had drag- f
In
Is
away
sir.
and,"
Noccovle
and
1
ful fluid grapple with his fatigue, temtrln
,
naina
- tr Hnam
"
e
r
a
of
blurted
a
bit
confession,
'tis
per it. and send new strength leaping
bilious spells,
monthly
periods,
pains
at
through his veins. "And as good, I'm hashish smuggling we be doing on the and was getting worse all the time. I
sure, as she Is kind," he added; and side. The stuff Is always brought would hardly get over one spell when I
"Ah!" he sighed, resuming his seat here, sor; and tonight's the night a would be sick again. No tongue can tell
due."
but rising again, and quickly, as a consignment's
what I suffered from cramps, and at
"Ah-h!- "
observed O'Rourke darkly. times I could hardly walk. The doctors
second summons clanged upon the
Iron door and sent the girl flying to- One by one. It seemed, he was gathermight die
one of those times,
ing the trumps again Into his own said II took Lydia at
E. Pinkham's Vegetawards the rear of the house.
but
He resumed his catechism of ble Compound and got
hand.
better right away.
"That will
Danny
now,"
be
Tour valuable medicine is worth more
O'Rourke opined as she swept past the boy.
"Danny, Is this the way a decent than mountains of gold to suffering wohim.
She murmured a response he did man should be behaving himself?" he men." Mrs. Bertha Muff, 503 N. 4th
not clearly catch. "What's that?" he browbeat him. "Is It your mother's Street, Louisiana Mo.
son and the sweetheart
of Annie
called after her.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com"Or. possibly," she repeated, pausing Bragln that's become no more than an pound, made from native roots and herbs,
at the entrance to the rear chamber, Idle breaker of hearts? Danny, Dan- contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
holds the record of being the
"It may
be Monsieur the Captain ny, what would Father Malachl be and y
saving If he could hear whafye vej most successful remedy for female ills we
Hole!"
"The divvle!" cried O'Rourke, and just told me? Whin, boy, did ye con-M- l know of, and thousands of voluntary
last?"
testimonials on file in the Pinkham
was on his feet In a twinkling, castDanny cowered.
"Aw, dear!" he laboratory at Lynn, Mass., seem to prove
ing about him for a weapon. "That
whimpered. "Aw. dearie-dear- !
And dbis fact
can't be "
Nothing offered Itself suitable either meself meant no harm at all!"
If yon want special advice write to
home, Lydia
"Thin take your
for offense or defense, save and except
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confiDanny,
and come back to me here at dential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
the Jug he had been drinking from,
and the Irishmen was weighing his once with a change of clothes!"
be opened, read and answered by s
"Ylss, yer honor. I'll do that, yer woman and held In strict confidence.
thoughtfully with a definite Intention
ye
signal
honor.
will
But
hnrk
for
the
of hurling It at Captain Hole's head,
If Indeed he had beard aright, when M the door and let Cap'n Hole in?"
It was true, then
the entrance of quite another person
"I will. But see that ye don't forrelieved his mind, however tempoget the change of clothes, Danny, and
rarily.
It was Danny, plainly enough; Dan- don't be lingering too long over your
fond farewells with the lady, If ye're
ny, the same as of old, with his
grin and his Dot looking for a hiding, and
shock of flaming hair, his upper lip Danny!"
causes heartburn, sour
"Yl8, sor?"
that was long even for an Irish boy's,
stomach, nervousness,
"Have ye a revolver?"
his roving and twinkling blue eyes,
nausea, impure blood, and
"Here, sor."
nose, his short, sturdy
his
nt
more trouble than
It
"Give
here,
bring
and
another
physique.
of
kinds
diseases.
ye.
Lively,
with
back
now!"
"Faith," said O'Rourke, "the gods
The food you eat ferments
Alone, O'Rourke seated himself on
are not so unkind after all! 'Tis as
in your stomach, and the
welcome as the shadow of a great rock the edge of the fountain and considpoisons it forms are abIn a weary land, the sight of ye, ered gravely the uncertainties of life.
sorbed into your whole
Danny!" And "Danny!" he observed " 'Tis fate," he concluded soberly, at
system, causing many diswith some severity, "I'll ask ye to ex- length. "And 'tis hard upon eleven
plain what the divvle at all ye're do- now. They will not dare to run that
tressing symptoms. At the
cargo before midnight; and meself
ing here."
first sign of indigestion, try
Danny's assurance deserted him on sorely needs a bath."
Deliberately he stripped off rags and
the Instant. He had done his former
master a signal service that night, but tatters and plunged Into the fountain.
In his estimation nothing more than Danny was back with the promised
was due the O'Rourke. Whatever he wearing apparel ere he had finished
felt, he looked to perfection a boy splashing.
caught at mischief hanging his head
And while O'Rourke dressed, and fori
Black-Draug- ht
and eyeing O'Rourke under his brows, long thereafter, the two sat and"
ill
ease.
at
shamefaced and
smoked and confabulated, talked of
"Aw!" he deprecated, "sure, now. Men and Things and the turn of the
"
the old, reliable, vegetable
yer honor, now
Wheel of the World.
"Danny," demanded O'Rourke sternliver powder, to quickly
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ly, "does Miss Cleopatra here undercleanse your system from
stand Eng'..sh?"
CUT RATE FOR AN AMERICAN
these undesirable poisons.
pro- "Divvle a word!" the
Judge Donnelly's Amusing Experience
Mrs. Riley Laramore, of
" I
With the Sharp Irish Cab
Goodwater, Mo., says :
suffered for years from dyspepDriver In Dublin.
sia and heartburn. Thedford's
in small doses,
Chief Justice Joseph G. Donnelly of
cured my heartburn in a few
the civil court, in illustrating an Irishi
days, ana now can eat without
man's idea of wit, told a story of an
Try it.
distress."
adventure with an Irish hack driver In
Dublin, relates the Milwaukee WisconInsist on Thedford's
sin.
"I asked him how much he would
," he
take to drive me to Hotel
said. "The driver looked at me and
said: 'You are from the states, arru't
you?' I answered yes.
THE HOMESEEKINQ FARMER
" 'Well.' he said, 'since you are from
looking for wonderfully productive
the states, and I've driven nothing but
Englishmen all day, I'll drive you to
the hotel for three shillings.'
"As I thought that was reasonable,
In healthy climate, perfect title from
got into the hack. We drove on and
first hands, can have details for the
on for hours, over hills and across
asking. Large body for selection.
streams, until we finally got to the
Any good farmer can make this
hotel While driving, I wondered at
land pay itself out on our low
the difference between this back
prices and easy terms.
Address
driver and those in America, and wonSPUR FARM LANDS
dered what an American hack driver
SPUR
DICKENS COUNTY
TEXAS
would say If I were to hand him three
shillings for such a long ride
"I went to bed and slept sound that
night. When I woke up early In the
morning, went down and out on the
almost fainted, for difront steps.
rectly In front of the hotel was the
depot that I arrived at on
suppose the hack driver
the train.
thought he was having a pile of fun
Best
while driving me around the city and
country."
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defiant Irish yells luring them further
upon the false scent
"If 'tis not Danny," gasped the adventurer, "then myself's not the
O'Rourke! Bless the lad!"
But as he breeched this benediction
the iron door swung Inwards and he
stumbled across the threshold,
hardly conscious that he had
done more than pass from open night
to the night of sn enclosed space. His
foot caught on some obstruction and
he went to his knees with a cry that
was a cross between a sob and a
groan; an1 Incontinently
fell lull
length upon an earthen floor, bis head
pillowed on his arm, panting as If his
heart would break.
In the darkness above him someone
cried aloud, a startled cry, and then
the door was thrust to with a clang
and rattle of boltB. A match rasped
loudly and a flicker of light leaped
from a small hand lamp and revealed
to its bearer the fagged and quivering
figure on the floor.
Some one sat down beulde him with
a low exclamation of solicitude
and
gathered his head Into her lap. Some
one quite simply enfolded his neck
with soft arms and pressed his head
to her bosom, and as If that were not
enough, kissed him full and long upon
his Hps.
"My dear! My dear!" she murmured
In French. "What has happened, O,
what has happened? My poor, poor
boy!"
Now the Integral madness of all this
was as effectual In restoring O'Rourke
to partial consciousness as had been
a douche of cold water in his face.
Blankly he told himself that be was
damned, and that It was all a dream.
And yet, when he looked, It was to
see, dim In the feeble glimmer of the
lamp, the face of a woman as beauti
ful as young, as young as beautiful.
One glance was enough. O'Rourke
shut his eyes again. "If I look too
long," he assured himself, "she'll vanish or or turn Into a fiend. Sure, 'tis
a judgment upon me! Too long have
I been an amorous
this
will undoubtedly be the dellrlum-tre-rherj- s
of love!"
And with that he passed quietly into
temporary unconsciousness.

IfflME

"Who else? How else would 1 b
knowing the signal? Ye see, there was
a bit of a shindig down the street and
me In the middle thereof and getting
all the worst of It If ye must know
when along comes Danny and lends
me a hand and whips me off here and
says he'll be back in a moment. He'll
tell ye the details himself; but I"
he eyed her quizzically "would now
ask ye to overlook the unceremonious
manner of me entrance and a certain
lack of dignity as to me attire, which
I beg ye to believe Is not me ordinary
evening dress, and and faith!
me
throat is baked entirely. If me clothes
are not. May I ask for a drink at
mademoiselle's fair hands?"
He was on his feet now and
the situation hugely. "And 'tis
the Irish eye for beauty Danny has!"
he told himself. "I commend his taste,
the rogue!"
For the girl was exceedingly fair to
see; slender and straight and girlish
and sweet; a Greek, If he were to
judge of her features and her dress,
and In that odd light, with perturbation in her pose, a smile
trembling on her lips (because of
O'Rourke's conceit) and the shadow of
anxiety clouding her eyes, she made a
charming picture Indeed.
She was quick to grant his request.
"Danny will explain," she agreed with
conviction. "This way, then, if you
please, monsieur, and" as they passed
through a low doorway "If 'you will
have the patience to wait here, I will
fetch wine."
She smiled enchantlngly,
dropped
him a bewitching little courtesy with
a deference evoked, no doubt by the
man's subtle yet Ineradicable air of
distinction, and left him wholly captivated. "BlesB ber heart and pretty
face!" he murmured, eyeing her retreating figure. " 'Tis Danny who's
the lucky dog . . . not that he's
not deserving.
He reviewed his refuge summarily,
discovering that he stood In one corner of a small courtyard, the center
of a hollow cube of masonry; a dwelling of two stories, round whose upper
floor ran an Inner gallery to which
steps led up from the court and from
which access was to be had to the living rooms all dark and silent
In the center of the courtyard a
CHAPTER XV.
little fountain tinkled, a tiny Jet of
from the central upright
He opened his eyes again, alone on water rising spray
stone
the black,
to
of
the cool, damp, earthen floor, but aspool beneath. There was a Utile
sured that the feminine element In his
adventure had been no hallucination,
after all; for he could see the girl
standing a little to one side and looking down upon him, her face so deep
In shadow that he could gather nothing from its expression, whether It
were of displeasure or of perplexity.
From this and that, however, be deduced that she, discovering herself
lavishing endearments on the wrong
man, was not utterly delighted with
the situation. The circumstances taken into consideration, such a state of
mind he thought not unreasonable;
and being now to some extent recovered, be saw no profit In making her
suffer more. So with a show of
faintness not wholly assumed,
he
rolled his head to one side, opening
wide his eyes and looked the woman
in the face, inquiring with his faint,
thin brogue: "What's this, now, me
dear?"
Tho girl's face darkened. She shook
her head Impatiently. "I havo no English," she told him In excellent French.
"Who are you? Why do you come
here? You are not Danny!"
"Oho!" commented O'Rourke knowingly, "and that's the explanation, is
It?" He sat up, embracing his knees
and drawing a rueful face. "Faith, me
dear," he admitted, "I concede ye the
best of the argument, thus far. I am
not Danny 'tis true as Gospel."
She frowned. "Then what are you
doing here, monsieur? How 'did you
learn who told you the signal?"
"Faith, from no leBs a person than
Danny Mabone himself. He showed
me the way and bade me knock but
nlver a word said he of yourself, me
dear."
"Monsieur does not recall that I admitted himT" she persisted, but with
a lightening face, "nor anything that
happened thereafter?"
"Not the least In the world. What
did happen, now?"
But she flanked that embarrassing
question adroitly, evidently much relieved by O'Rourke's reassurance.
Exhausted aa He Was, the Irishman Struggled With Little Skill.
Which was just what be wished her
frame of mind to be "Nothing that plot of grass, likewise, with flowers tested earnestly. "Beyond Greek an-French and Arabic, sure, she's Ignormatters," she replied, continuing to generous of their cordial perfume.
employ the French tongue, and that
The girl came silently out from the ant as Paddy's pig!"
So much wai plainly evident from
very prettily, with a fetching little ac- shadows beneath the gallery, bringing
cent "I think you fainted. Then but him a cup and a ar of earthenware the girl's manner and expression of
puzzlement. Reassured, O'Kourke proyou know my Danny?"
brimming with wine.
"Your Danny!" said O'Rourke. hie
He accepted the service with a bow. ceeded:
'"Tis good hearing. Faith, If she
mood qulszlcal. "None better, me dear. "Mademoiselle la as kind as she Is
I've known him since be was so high, beautiful!" said be, and with the ap- understood the King's English, 'tin
And he held a palm preciation
a connoisseur
or thereabouts."
of
first me hair she would be tearing out by
some six Inches, or so above the floor. watched ber blush, then drained the the roots in one minute. Danny, I
gather that the lady Is be way of 11k- "And he he brought you here?"
Jug to Its last drop aud felt the grats
half-faintin-

d
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Flower

the Garden of Eden,
"Did you know this was my btrta-aay?- '
asked Kve.
torget It? ' answered Adsm
"Could
bow oid are you. this year
3ee
"Let's
now don't answer lei me guess.
Vour are ah seven!"
"You nateful wretch!" crted Kve

Grass

In

only five, and you know It
"Hut that is ust like you men
you try 10 pretend that the time Is
dragging and that your wives are
growing old! Just because you are
over six, and have lots of gray batrs.
you think you can Insult your wlte!'
KiU n was never the same after thai
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Ask Your Dealer for Them Today.
From
THE BARTELDES SEED COMPANY
Oklahoma Send House, OKLAHOMA CITY

PARKER'S

Inexpensive.
"I am thinking or going to Europe
on a vacation."
I dUro't know you had
"You are!
that much money."
"I haven't, but, you see, It doesn't
cost anything to think at going. -.
Llpplncott's.
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A. E. Curren ar d family this
week shipped th sir household
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Watts goods to Clovis. Mr. Curren
moved trom west tJlovis iinto tne tendered his resig nation as
e
residence formely occupied by ister of the lam
at Ft.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Scott.
Sumner some time since and as
Ladies are invited to call soon as relieved will join his faand see the large stock of mily at Clovis. Mr. Curren will
of this paper
GLASSWARE received at be we f
promise that he
have
and
his
Hwd. Co.
the Scott-Trac- y
will make it a live one; he will
Mrs. Katie Caldwell from Fre- also hang out his shingle as
derick, Oklahoma is the guest of Land Lawyer.
Mrs. B. F. Shumate and daughd
FOR TRADE A Good

Wind Breaks

Local Notes

The subject of wind breaks
and shelter belts, one that has
been reduced to an exact science
not only in California, but in the
rich Pecos valley and other irrigated sections of New Mexico,
is receiving more and more attention in the Central Rio
Grande valley with the improvement of farming methods and
the advent of more progressive
and up to date farmers in this
locality and wind breaks are
now being systematically planted here and there to protect
and gardens. The great
practical utility of this plan has
already been abundantly proven
in this district where high
winds are almost continuous,
the ubuiquitous cotton wood, the
Lombardy poplar and the tania-rcbeing most popular for the
purpose. The following recommendations in an article in the
"Mid Continent" magazine will
be of interest to local farmers:
A belt of evergreen trees surrounding buildings and yards
have a wonderful influence in
moderating the winter climate
by decreasing the velocity of
the wind.
Government study
and measurements show that a
narrow belt of evergreen trees
consisting of only two rows,
planted
close
together, and
forty feet high, will reduce a
twenty-fiv- e
mile velocity wind
at 200 feet to the leeward of
five milds per hour.
This reduction is equivalent to raising
the temperature nineteen degrees, as it affects man and
beast. This means more comfort for man, a saving of fuel
in the home and of feed for the
stock. Windbreaks also prevent
the drifting of snow around
'
buildings and feed yards.
Studies and measurements
made by the department of agriculture show that there is a
considerable increase in yield of
fields and orchards sheltered by
tree growth. The drying effect
upon the soil and crop is decreasing the velocity of the wind.
Many benefits may be derived
by planting trees around
By reducing the velocity of the wind upon the
branches and fruit is decreased.
This is especially true during
storms. The drying out. of the
soil is much reduced. A windbreak of evergreens around an
(orchard prevents the cold, dry
winds from winterkilling fruit
trees. Peaches can be grown
considerably farther north if
protected by surrounding ever- -'
gr eens t hat if grown in the

Reg-offic-

Editor-in-chie-

Four-roome-

ters this week.

H d w.

Scott-Trac- y

successors

to the

Co.,

Millirert-Buchana-

n

Hdw. Co.
3,

J. Johnson, wife, and three

daughters arrived Monday from
They will sper.d
some time visiting their sod, Otis Johnson, and wife.
x
Dows, Iowa.

Dave McOarty, who is employed on the wagon for the McCul-lougGrocery on West Grand
Ave., is suffering this week with
a broken hand. The accident
was caused by the wagon turning over in some way as he was
getting in.
h

Ice tea glasses, fancy

y

Rev. Milton Reece, of Carlsbad, is one of the delegates to

the Baptist Convention being
held this week.
F. M. Gordon has just re-

ceived a shipment of the
latest improved Singer sewing machines--N- o
use to go
any further if you want the
best.
Mrs. Lee Hamilton of Tucum-cari- ,
sister of Mrs. A. E. Curren,
in
is
the city the guest of .her

sister while attending the Baptist Convention. Others at the
Convention from Tucumcari ire:
Mr. Billy Dodson, Mrs. Pack,
and Judge Patterson and daughter, Alice.

Just the kind of

2

fed-ove-

k

r

china-war- e

you have been looking for at Scott-Trac- y
Hwd.
Co.
W. H. Simpson, who formerly
had a share in the A. J. Rode
& Co. Grocery, has bought out
the other members of that firm
and will hereafter have charge
of the store. We wish them
sin cess.
FOUND -- Four keys, on key
ring. Apply at News office.

Round Trip Summer
Tourists Fare
On sale June 1st to September
80th, 1)12. To points east and

west. Final return limit Octos
ber 31st. 1912. With
on going and returning trips.
The best piece to buy $7.25 Round trip to Artesia,
your hardware-Scott-Trac- y
N. M. On sale May 80th, .".1st
and June 1st. Return Limit
Hdw. Co.
June 3rd.
Philip Duckworth left Tuesday
$50.95 Clovis, N. M. to Washfor Oklahoma Cito. Mr. Duck- ington.
D. C. On sale June 5th
worth's many friends will regret and 7th. Return Limit June
to learn of his change of resi- 12th. Extension may be had to
July 12th.
dence.
$8.:55 Round trip to Slaton.
freezers, Re- Texas.
On sale June 14th. and
frigerators, Gasoline and Oil 15th with final return limit June
Ice-crea-

stop-over-

m

stoves, the kind that satisfies lBth.
$17.25 Round trip to Santa Fe
at Scott Tracy Hdw. Co.
N. M., on sale June 10th, 11th
C. E. Brown, boiler maker is
very sick with pneumonia at his
room in the Gadson Hotel.
'
J. M. Stark, president of the
Tucumcari Chamber of Commerce is in Clovis.

Final Return limit
and 12th.
June 17th.
For additional information in
regard to the above rates and
routes please call on me at ticket office or Phone 156.
1). C. Knowles, Agen.t

i

open.

If a tall, fast growing wind
break is desired cottonwood,
lembardy poplar or black locust
Black
make excellent trees.
locust is preferable since it is
long lived and makes excellent
fence posts. Green ash, box
elder, maple, willows,
evergreens or any bushy, slow growing species are good trees to
plant mixed with cottonwood
or locust or set out along the
edge of the tall trees. These
bushy,
trees up
the space under the branches of
slow-growin-

g

House Painting

....

Interior Finishing, Decorating. Tinting. Wall Papering, Etc.
Work Promptly Executed.
CLOVIS

M. W. JOHNSON

Free

NEW MEXICO.

German American Insurance Co.
of New York
Assetts Dec. 31. 1911
31. 1911
Liabilities,

-

$20,351,395.00.

-

-

-

-

$11,

VK'
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For Dependable Insurance try

The Scheurich Agency

said the youl
"Good evening,
man In fervent tones, as tbe youl
woman oa whom he was calling ew i
d tbe room. "I juat thought tbkt
I'd drop tn and auk you to mai
me."
"I win not!" aeciarea tne you
woman after she had caught
her
The
breath. "Why, Arthur LewU!
Idea! What do you mean by "
"I thought bo," eald the young man,
resignedly, silting down and staring m
the polish oa his shoes. "There lsu'.
a girl on earth who Is mentally ail
vanced enough to appreciate common
sense or admire novelty. They al
want the same thing In the same way
at the same time! I suppose If I lei!
you Into a dim corner and held youi
band and gazed Into your eyes wltt
an expression of deep emotion am1
adoring worship, and had said. 'Made
line, my heart's darllsg! Listen'
I
you!' you would have fall
en on my neck "
"I don't understand you!" Interrupt
ed tbe young woman, breathing rap
Idly. "I don't understand you at air
I
don't see why you shoujtffcssuna.
marry,
that I'm In the least anxioue
x
you."
"I don't," explained the young mat
"I wouldn't be so rude and conceltel
I merely assumed
that you would
marry me if I asked you and I've ask
ed you, and you say you won't.
lov-ov-- e

THANKS
desire to thank the many patrons
and friends I have made during my
short stop in Clovis. My next stop
will be in Amarillo.
Respectfully yours,
I

"I must admit," went on the young
man, "that I am both surprised and
pained. I feel that you have been
leading me on all this time just to
amuse yourself, and I must say that
I
didn't think you were that kind.

I""I don't think you

are very nice,"
declared the young woman, "to come
here and call me names and act as
S though I were to blame about some
thing! I'm not in the habit of believing that every man who calls on
me wants to marry me, and "
the
"Now, Madeline'!" Interrupted
The past two years in Utah young
the fast growers and prevent
man decisively, "that sounds
the wind from blowing through. have been exceedingly dry, and very pretty and ladylike and no doubt
Is so, but it isn't. In tbe
Black locust can he grown yet comparatively few crop fail- - you think ityour
bottom of
heart you know that
reported.
To
been
the
have
plantfufes
successfully from seed if
when a man calls three times on a
ed in drills or hills and cultivated contrary, yields of winter wheat girl she begins sizing him up as a
possible husband, and it she thinks he
the same as beans. Cottonwood ranging from 20 to 30 and even won't
She
do, she gets rid of him.
we-very
40
to
acre
bushels
the
be
can
and lombardy poplar
has a headache when he calls, or she
grown from cuttings if set out common. This ability to secure has another engagement when he asks
good crops under adverse condiher out, or she forgets appointments
in moist soil.
with him. You've not done a solitary
actions,
beed
not
however,
has
Box elder, maple, oak, black
one of these tricks!
You've let me
quired without severe losses in come and acted glad to see me and
walnut, willows or tall everyou've ducked engagements with othgreens make good windbreaks. the past. In fact, former ers to go
places with me, and you've
droughts
the
schoolmasters
were
things in the
For winter protection for orcooked indigestible
compelled the
chaflng dish at weird hours and urged
chards, buildings or feed yards, that
very them upon me, and otherwise given
set out evergreens. White pine of that section to adopt the pracme to understand that you didn't exactly hate me. Naturally, from all this
or yellow pine, if properly cared best methods in their farm
g
They learned that
"
I deducted
for, will do well in any locality. tice.
you at all!"
"I
don't
understand
regions
in
safe
was
Red fir does well in-- some places.
flared the young woman. "1 think you
precipitation
where
the
annual
Spruce is good if planted so that
are acting perfectly horrid, and yon
averaged 12 inches. Some years ought to apologise!"
it is shaded while young.
"Oh, of course," said the young
might be more; some years it
Never prune trees used for it
man. "I know if I had wanted to bi
be
might
less.
moisture
When
dishonest with myself and you I could
windbreaks, except when the
space, where the branches are came in excess it was stored up have wrung tears out of my eyes and
murmured things about not being
cut off is filled by another tree. for future use in time of drought, worthy and not daring to reach sc
good far
drought
came
when
and
the
To be successful with trees
above me and called you an angel
- but really,
you know. It's six ci
they have to be cultivated with crops were raised. They learnone and half a dozen of the
and
ed, too, that deep soils were esas much care as orchards while
we'd make a good marrlecfBiupIe,
g
and
to
sential
that
However, you must admit, Madeline,
they are young. If fruit trees
that you get an edge on your tempei
require irrigation
the young the summer fallow and careful occasionally
just as you have now,
parts
were
cultivation
vital
of
trees should be irrigated.
for instance. Still, I can handle that.
they
practice.
have
the
Thus
You could do Tar worse than marry
Evergreens require more care
secured a reputation that was me. Do yon lore any one else?"
than broad leaved trees.
world-wid- e
"No!" said the young woman. "Put
and that brings each
Keep livestock from trees at
doesn't mean that I care two
year fron other nations scores of that
straws about such a conceited Individ
all times.
investigators who studv t4eir me- ual as yourself!"
"You should," he persisted. "You
thods of
can't deny that you're been
of mi
g
an
During the past summer in up to this moment. What'sfond
wrong al!
Assured Success Wyoming striking examples of of a sudden?"
"You are!" she told him. "Totally!'
by proper and improper systems of
Written for
"Strange,"
murmured the young
tillage were
evident. Small man. "Say, I bet what you're mad
E. H. Watson, State
Expert of Wyoming, Chey- grains on fallow land, or follow- ubout is tbe way I did It isn't it?"
never heard of such a proposal,'
ing corn or potatoes, gave good she"I informed
enne, Wyoming.
him. "You might have
In view of the past two years yields, while in adjoining fields been offering to sell me a book or ask
lug for a contribution to something!
of drought and the resultant fail the same kind of crop, disced in Any
girl would say no!"
on oat or wheat stubbles,

DEVOE, The Feather Man

e

dry-farme-

dry-farmin-

dry-farmin-

dry-farmin- g.

Dry-Farmin-

DRY-FARMIN-

Dry-Farmi-

ure or partial failure of crops,
some doubt as to the feasibility
in Wyomimg has
of
been expressed. It is a noteworthy fact that in these states
where
has been
practiced for a period of 40 years
the past two years of ncanty precipitation have been followed by
ho especially disastrous results.
The reason for this is not that
they are more favorably located
than Wyoming, but that they
mehave reduced their
to
thods
a science. In fact, the
Siate of Utah, for example, has
a lower annual precipitation than
Wyoming.
Then, too, the largpart
of
this precipitation
er
comes in the winter, while in
eastern Wyoming 75 per cent of
our moisture comes when we
need it most that is, during the
growing season.
dry-far-

214 South Main
Under (jadson Hotel

Your Patronage Solicited.

Anrual Statement of the

dry-farmin- g

er

Origin;

High Grade and Artistic

dry-fBrmi-

Means that we will make you a profit-sharStep Inside
in our business.
and let us explain our offer of "Montrose" pattern in the original Wm. Rogers' eagle brand silverware.

Was Too

BERT CURLESS

6r-char- ds

up-to-da- te

ta-

ble tumblers, water bottles,
pitchers, etc., just received
Hwd. Co.
at the
Scott-Trac-

house, within
block
of High school to trade for deeded quarter. Inquire at this office.
3t pd.
We regret to learn that J. E.
Pittman is again suffering with
a backset of erysipelas.
Otis Downing of Melrose, arrived Wednesday from Tucson,
Arizona, where he has been for
the past several months.
Mr. and Mrs. Clements
125 people Wednesday at
dinner, among whom were a
number of delegates attending
Mr.
the Baptist Convention.
and Mrs. Clements keeps a first
restaurant and
class
is headquarters for good eats.
Miss Vernon Riley was burned
badly, last Tuesday, with gasoIn endeavoring to put
line.
gasoline
in a boiler full of
some
clothes that was on the stove,
the gasoline spilled on the stove
and of course ignited at once.
in one hand
Miss Riley also-hela bucket filled with water and a
half gallon of gasoline which al- so ignited catching her clothes
afirf. The frightened girl ran
from the room to the neighbors
with her clothes afire, but for
the presence of mind of her
brother who followed after her
and put out the fire, and from
the fact that she wore a flannel
skirt, she would undoubtedly
have been burned to death in a
Miss Riley is
few moments.
resting easy at present and
hopes to be up and about in a
few days.
1--

RELIABILITY

PHONE 254

m

was
burning up. In such cases
"Well," said the young man with a
lgh, getting up, "It's too bad, and
drought is a severe schoolmaster,
awfully disappointed. I won't both
but it will nevertheless bring to erinyou
any longer "
a knowlege of the truth those
"There's no need to hurry," said
who insist upon following meth- the young woman.
"What's the use of staying?" he askods common in humid areas.
ed, bitterly. "I've got a broken heirt,
1

and you don't love me, and "
"I I never said that," murmured
the young woman. She looked away.
"It's Ji st as I said," the young man
told her two houra later when affairs
were permanently settled. "Girls insist on all the artistic finish ou tbesa
little affairs. I was too abrupt!"

The merchants of a town
should com bins to keep every
foreign add out of their home
paper by buying all the space
the editor has to spare and utilMany Uses fer New Inventloi.
ize it for their own good. This
microphone. In a modified form,
would place the editor under is The
being used successfully by a French
obligations to them and he could inventor to find springs of water, and
freely and conscientiously blow they have been located as far as fifty
underground. It is expected that
the trumpet in their interest feet
tbe Instrument will be of much value

only:

COOK WANTED
lady cook wanted at Star Hotel, only experienced need apply,
-- Experienced

It

to miners, prospectors and others In
similar occupations, as well as in locating victims of mine accidents. A
lube Is thrust into the ground a few
feet and the Improved microphone attached to the upper end, when noise'
made by flowing or falling water lav
plainly beard.

.

